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Abstract 
We demonstrate how to explicitly calculate the QED path integral and associated Green 
functions, exactly, in curved spacetime, with retention of the boundary terms, to infinite 
order, for any and all spacetime manifolds with sufficient symmetry to admit the 
application of Pontryagin duality as a form of harmonic analysis.  In the process we show 
how gauge symmetry itself greatly facilitates the ability to conduct harmonic analysis in 
curved spacetime and to do exact calculations with Pontryagin duality.  We also show how 
non-Abelian, Yang-Mills gauge theories emerge naturally, if somewhat surprisingly, from 
this analysis. 
 
Introduction 
 In this paper, it is shown how to explicitly calculate the QED path integral, in curved 
spacetime, with retention of the boundary terms, exactly, and to infinite orders, for any and all 
spacetime manifolds with sufficient symmetry to admit the application of Pontryagin duality as a 
form of harmonic analysis.  In sections 1 through 3, starting from the pure Maxwell Lagrangian 
density µνµν FF41−=L  of classical electrodynamics, we integrate by parts the action 
( ) ∫ −= U xdgAS L4µ  in curved spacetime, including retention of the boundary term.  After 
adding a source term µ
µ AJ
 and a rest mass term 2m  in the usual way, we then quantize this 
action by calculating the QED path integral iSeDAZ ∫= , and we calculate the associated Green 
functions to infinite order. 
 What remains at that point is to obtain an explicit expression for the propagator in curved 
spacetime, which is the object of sections 4 through 7.  In flat spacetime, this ordinarily requires 
Fourier analysis.  But in curved spacetime, Fourier analysis no longer applies as is, and one must 
seek and apply suitable extensions and analogies which go under the broad title of “harmonic 
analysis.”  The ability to employ any particular form of harmonic analysis, is very dependent on 
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the symmetries (or lack thereof) of the underlying spacetime manifold.  Here, we explore 
harmonic analysis in curved spacetime using the particular analysis technique of Pontryagin 
duality, while restricting the spacetime manifolds which we consider to those for which this 
technique is applicable.  We show, however, in particular, how gauge symmetry itself greatly 
facilitates the ability to conduct harmonic analysis in curved spacetime, and does allow exact 
calculations to be done with Pontryagin duality.  We also show how non-Abelian, Yang-Mills 
gauge theories emerge naturally and somewhat surprisingly from this analysis.    
 
1.  Integration by Parts of the Pure Maxwell Action in Curved Spacetime 
In a Riemannian manifold with gravitational interactions understood to originate from 
curved  spacetime geometry, and applying the “minimal coupling” principle, the field strength 
tensor of classical electrodynamics is defined in relation to the vector gauge potential νA  
according to ][;;; νµµννµµν AAAF ∂≡∂−∂≡ , where the covariant derivative is given by the well-
known relationship τµν
τ
νµνµ AAA Γ−∂=∂ ;  of differential geometry.  Because the Christoffel 
connection νµτµντ Γ=Γ  is symmetric under transposition of its lower indexes, however, it is well 
known that the connection terms identically cancel in the particular antisymmetric combination 
used to form µνF , so that: 
][][;;; νµµννµνµµννµµν AAAAAAF ∂=∂−∂=∂=∂−∂= . (1.1) 
That is, in this particular antisymmetric combination of terms, the covariant derivatives may be 
replaced by ordinary partial derivatives (four-gradients). 
 To integrate the pure Maxwell action by parts, we start with the classical Lagrangian 
density for a pure, free electromagnetic field, and use (1.1) to write: 
][
][4
1][;
][;4
1
4
1 νµ
νµ
νµ
νµ
µν
µν AAAAFF ∂∂−=∂∂−=−=L . (1.2) 
We then use the flat spacetime product rule ( ) ][][][ νµµννµνµνµνµ AAAAAA ∂∂+∂∂=∂∂ , from which 
we may easily form, by antisymmetric construction: 
( ) ][][41][][41][][4141 νµµννµνµνµνµµνµν AAAAAAFF ∂∂+∂∂−=∂∂−=−=L . (1.3) 
We then make use of the minimal coupling principle to turn all of the ordinary 
derivatives back into covariant derivatives, so that the Lagrangian density in curved spacetime, 
or when using arbitrary coordinate systems, is: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) νµνσσµνµνµνµνµµννµνµ AgAAAAAAA ;;;;21][;;21][;];[41][;][;41 ∂∂−∂∂+∂∂−=∂∂+∂∂−=L . (1.4) 
Here, it is apparent by inspection that the covariant derivatives do matter, and cannot be 
summarily treated as ordinary partial derivatives, if we wish to properly describe 
electrodynamics with gravitational curvature or in general coordinate systems.  Most clearly, 
noting the term νµν A;; ∂∂  in the above, we recall that in differential geometry, the Riemann tensor 
[ ] βνµαβµνα AAR ;; ,∂∂≡  is defined as a measure of the degree to which the covariant derivatives 
νµ ;; ,∂∂  may be commuted, based on an underlying analysis of the parallel transport of vectors, 
see, e.g., [1], section 6.5.   Only where 0=βµναR , may we commute the derivatives using 
[ ] [ ] 0,, ;; =∂∂=∂∂ βνµβνµ AA . 
 Thus, keeping in mind the term νµν A;; ∂∂  in (1.4), we write [ ] βνµαβµνα AAR ;; , ∂∂=   as 
[ ] βµναµνβα AAR ;; ,∂∂= , using µνβαµναβ RR −= .  Then, using µνναµα RR ≡ , we contract βν ,   to 
write [ ] νµννµν AAR ;; ,∂∂= ,  where µαR  is the mixed Ricci (contracted Riemann) tensor.  
Finally, mindful that νµµν RR =  is symmetric under index transposition, we again juggle the 
indexes to finally write: 
[ ] [ ] ννµννµνµννµν AARAAR ;;;; ,, ∂∂−==∂∂= . (1.5) 
It is important that one of the derivatives ν;∂  operates on and is contracted with a vector νA  (or 
later, with an index of a higher rank tensor).  Were one to remove νA  from each side, one would 
get [ ]µνµν ;; ,∂∂=R , which in this stripped-down form would be invalid because a symmetric 
µνR  would be set equal to an antisymmetric [ ]µν ;; ,∂∂ .  The contracted equation (1.5), however, 
says that the free index in µνR  – whether in the left or the right position in the symmetric µνR  – 
is always on the right-hand derivative in the positively-specified commutator and the left-hand 
derivative in the negatively-specified commutator. 
 The above means that νµνν
νµ
ν
µν ARAA +∂∂=∂∂ ;;;; , so we may take advantage of this to 
write (1.4) in the three alternative forms: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) νµννµσσµνµνµνµ
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
κκ ATTgAAA
ARgAAA
AgAAA
−∂∂−+∂∂+∂∂−=
+∂∂−∂∂+∂∂−=
∂∂−∂∂+∂∂−=
;;
2
1;
;2
1][;
;2
1
;;;
;2
1][;
;2
1
;;;
;2
1][;
;2
1L
. (1.6) 
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In the second line above, the Ricci curvature tensor µνR  becomes an explicit term in the 
Lagrangian density.  Then, in the third line, using the inverted form ( )TgTR µνµνµν κ 21−−=  of 
the Einstein equation, the energy-momentum tensor µνT  and the trace energy density T  appear, 
with the trace energy density T moving naturally into the ( )Tg κσσµν 21;; +∂∂  term of the 
Lagrangian density precisely where the rest mass is often situated, and with exactly the same 
sign.  These terms will become central to quantum mechanical path integration of the 
electrodynamic action in a gravitational field. 
 Now, if U represents the entire four-dimensional Riemannian manifold, then in flat 
spacetime, using the usual shorthand 32104 dxdxdxdxxd ≡ , the action ( ) ∫= U xdAS L4µ .  
However, in curved spacetime, we must use the natural volume element xdg 4− , which by 
Jacobi is required to maintain invariance under general coordinate transformations, see the 
original development of this at eq. (18) of [2], where the covariant (lower-indexed) metric tensor 
determinant δγσταβµν
νβτγµασδ εε ggggg !41= , and 
µασδε is the totally-antisymmetric Levi-Civita 
tensor for which 10123 =ε .  Therefore, making use of (1.6) with an action ( ) ∫ −= U xdgAS L4µ , 
we write out three equivalent expressions for the electrodynamic action in curved spacetime: 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )( )[ ]∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
−∂∂−+∂∂−+∂∂−−=
+∂∂−∂∂−+∂∂−−=
∂∂−∂∂−+∂∂−−=
UU
UU
UU
ATTgAxdgAAxdg
ARgAxdgAAxdg
AgAxdgAAxdgAS
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
µ
κκ ;;2
1;
;2
14][;
;
4
2
1
;;;
;2
14][;
;
4
2
1
;;;
;2
14][;
;
4
2
1
.(1.7) 
The boundary term ( )[ ]∫ ∂∂−− U AAxdg ][;;421 νµνµ  contains the covariant derivative µ;∂ , as well 
as g− .  But, if we define the vector ][; νµνµ AAV ∂≡  and use the differential geometry identity 
( ) ( )µµµµ VggV −∂−=∂ /1; , we may simplify this by writing: 
( ) ( ) ( )][;;][;; 11 νµνµµµµµνµνµ AAggVggVAA ∂−∂−=−∂−=∂=∂∂ . (1.8) 
We can use this to in turn re-write, and then integrate, the boundary term.  Thus: 
( )[ ] ( ) ( )∫∫∫ ∂ ∂−=∂−∂=∂∂− UUU AAgxdAAgxdAAxdg ][;3][;4][;;4 νµνµνµνµνµνµ . (1.9) 
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In the final equality, to integrate the boundary term, we apply Stokes’ / Gauss’ theorem 
∫∫ ∂= UU HdH  for a differential p-form H, where U∂ is the boundary of a 1+p  dimensional 
manifold U, and where the three-volume element ( ) σβαµαβσµ ε dxdxdxxd ∧∧= !313 , showing 
explicit wedge products.  In (1.9) above, we see that (1.8) kills three birds with one stone by 
simultaneously turning the covariant derivative µ;∂  into an ordinary partial derivative µ∂   which 
can be integrated, and by cancelling the g−  factors and g−/1  with one another outside of 
the µ∂ , and in the final term, by effectively moving the original g−  into the after-integration 
expression ][; νµν AAg ∂− . 
 If we finally give the gauge field a small mass 2m+∂∂→∂∂ σσσσ  “by hand” (rather 
than by the more “natural” approach of spontaneous symmetry breaking, and noting that in the 
third line of (1.7), the term Tκ21  has already entered in a more “natural” way), and if we add a 
source term µµ JA , then making use of (1.9), we can now rewrite (1.7) as: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
+−∂∂−++∂∂−+∂−−=
++∂∂−+∂∂−+∂−−=
+∂∂−+∂∂−+∂−−=
∂
∂
∂
UU
UU
UU
AJATmTgAxdgAAxdg
AJARmgAxdgAAxdg
AJAmgAxdgAAxdgAS
ν
ν
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
µ
κκ ;;22
1;
;2
14][;3
2
1
;;2;
;2
14][;3
2
1
;;2;
;2
14][;3
2
1
.(1.10) 
This is the classical electrodynamic action, but in the presence of a gravitational field.   
 In the flat spacetime limit, where µνµν η→g , and with ( ) ( )1,1,1,1diag −−−=µνη  in 
rectilinear coordinates, the connections ( ) 0
,,,
→−+=Γ τµµνττµ
ατ
µν
α
vv gggg , the covariant 
derivatives become ordinary partial derivatives σσ ∂→∂ ;  and thus commute as 
[ ] [ ] 0,, ;; =∂∂→∂∂ νµνµ , the Riemann and the Ricci tensors [ ] 0, ;; →∂∂= βνµαβµνα AAR  and 
[ ] 0, ;; →∂∂= νµννµν AAR , and the metric tensor determinant term 1→− g .  Therefore, (1.10) 
reduces, in the flat spacetime limit, in rectilinear coordinates, to: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]∫∫
∫∫
+∂∂−+∂∂+∂=
+∂∂−+∂∂+∂=
∂
∂
UU
UU
AJAmgAxdAAxd
AJAmgAxdAAxdAS
ν
ν
ν
νµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
µ
2
2
14][3
2
2
14][3
. (1.11) 
If one takes νA  to be zero over the boundary U∂  as is often done, then the boundary term drops 
out, and (1.11) reduces simply to: 
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( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )( )[ ]∫∫ +∂∂−+∂∂=+∂∂−+∂∂= UU AJAmgAxdAJAmgAxdAS ννννµσσµνµνννµνσσµνµµ 22142214 . (1.12) 
Equation (1.12), with the boundary term discarded, is often used in a well-known way to arrive 
at the familiar momentum space propagator ( ) ( )22/)( mkkmkkgkD −+−= σσνααναν  of QED.  
(A very good treatment of this is given in Chapter I.5 of [3].)  Using this known calculation as a 
template, we shall explore how to extend this approach to path integrate (1.10) in curved 
spacetime, without discarding the boundary term.  
 
2.  QED Path Integration in Curved Spacetime with the Boundary Term Retained 
 Let us now start to calculate the path integral iSeDAZ ∫=  using the action (1.10).  At the 
outset, to work with an “apples to apples” expression, we place all terms under the same integral 
over the four-volume element xdg 4− , using Gauss’ / Stokes’ theorem in (1.9) to take a step 
back.  Thus: 
( ) [ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
∫
−+−∂∂−++∂∂−+∂−∂−=
−++∂∂−+∂∂−+∂−∂−=
−+∂∂−+∂∂−+∂−∂−=
≡≡=
U
U
U
AiS
AJgATmTgAgAAgxdiDA
AJgARmgAgAAgxdiDA
AJgAmgAgAAgxdiDA
JWieDAZ
ν
ν
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
κκ
µ
;;2
2
1;
;2
1][;
2
14
;;2;
;2
1][;
2
14
;;2;
;2
1][;
2
14
exp
exp
exp
)(expC
.(2.1) 
Now, all we need to do is calculate )(JW  defined above, which, of course, is not a trivial task, 
especially in curved spacetime, and which will consume the balance of this paper. 
 Solutions to this path integral all emanate from the basic Gaussian mathematical identity: 






−





=



+∫ a
Ji
a
iJxaxidx
25.
2
2
1
exp2
2
1
exp pi , (2.2) 
in progressively complicated variations.  The first step up is to rescale aga 00→  and 
JgJ 00→ , to lay an eventual foundation for the term g−  which arises when the spacetime 
manifold is curved and / or one makes an arbitrary coordinate choice.  Thus, we write: 






−≡





−








=



+∫ a
Jgi
a
Jgi
ag
iJxgaxgidx
2
00
2
00
5.
00
00
2
00 2
1
exp
2
1
exp2
2
1
exp Cpi . (2.3) 
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From here on, we will not need to be concerned with the overall factor C  which emanates from 
infinite products ∏∞
=1n
 of variants of the term ( ) 5./2 aipi , and shall remain focused on the 
exponential terms.  Next, we move up to: 
[ ] [ ]JKJgiJgKgiD ⋅⋅−−=⋅−+⋅⋅− −∫ 12121 expexp Cϕϕϕϕ . (2.4) 
 Now, keeping in mind the earlier scaling JgJ 00→ , let us operate on the exponential 
on the left hand side of (2.4) with the functional derivative ( )Jgi −− δδ / , to obtain: 
( ) [ ] [ ]ϕϕϕϕϕϕϕδ δ ⋅−+⋅⋅−=⋅−+⋅⋅−−− JgKgiJgKgiJgi 2121 expexp , (2.5) 
which enables, in context, the substitution ( )Jgi −−→ δδϕ / .  Inserting a term ( )φV−  into the 
exponent on the left hand side of (2.4) and applying (2.5) then allows us to take a critical step 
forward by writing (see, e.g., section I.7 of [3]):  
( )[ ]
( )( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]JKJgiJgiVi
JgKgiD
Jg
iVi
JgKgi
Jg
iViD
JgKgiViD
JgKgViD
⋅⋅−−
















−
−−=
⋅−+⋅⋅−+
















−
−−=
⋅−+⋅⋅−+
















−
−−=
⋅−+⋅⋅−−=
⋅−+⋅⋅−+−
−
∫
∫
∫
∫
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
expexp
expexp
expexp
expexp
exp
δ
δ
ϕϕϕϕ
δ
δ
ϕϕϕ
δ
δϕ
ϕϕϕφϕ
ϕϕϕφϕ
C
. (2.6) 
In the second line above, we merely split the exponential.  In the third line, we employ the 
substitution ( )Jgi −−→ δδϕ /  developed in (2.5).  In the fourth line, we can remove the term 
( )( )( )JgiVi −−−= δδ /exp
 to the outside of the path integral over ϕD , because this term is no 
longer a function of the integration variable ϕ .  In the final line, we simply employ (2.4). 
 Finally, we step (2.6) up to the integral variant, taken locally: 
( )[ ]
( ) [ ] ( ))(exp)()()(expexp
)()()()()()(exp
1
2
144
2
14
xJiWxJKxJxgxdi
Jg
iVxdi
xxJxgxKxxgVxdiD
CC =⋅⋅−−
















−
−−=
⋅−+⋅⋅−+−
∫∫
∫ ∫
−
δ
δ
ϕϕϕφϕ
. (2.7) 
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The top line above clearly mirrors (2.1).  Contrasting (2.1) term-by-term with (2.7), we can pick 
off the associations (“ ↔”): 
A↔ϕ , (2.8) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )JgiVAAgV −−↔∂−∂↔ δδφ νµνµ /][;21 , (2.9) 
( )
( )
( ) µννµσσµν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µνσ
σ
µν
κκ TmTg
Rmg
mgK
−∂∂−++∂∂↔
+∂∂−+∂∂↔
∂∂−+∂∂↔
;;2
2
1;
;
;;2;
;
;;2;
;
, (2.10) 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) 1;;221;;
1;;2;
;
1;;2;
;
1
−
−
−
−
−∂∂−++∂∂↔
+∂∂−+∂∂↔
∂∂−+∂∂↔
µννµσ
σ
µν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µνσ
σ
µν
κκ TmTg
Rmg
mgK
. (2.11) 
 Now, let’s develop the boundary / ( )φV  term in (2.9) a bit more.  Here, we start with the 
substitution ( )Jgi −−→ δδϕ /  developed in (2.5) to substitute ( )]] / νν δδ JgiA −−→  and 
( )νν δδ JgiA −−→ /  in (2.9).  Thus, defining and using the shorthand ( )νν δδδ Jg−≡ / , we 
replace (2.9) with the more specific: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )][;21][;21][;21 νµνµνµνµνµνµ δδδ
δ
δ
δφ ∂−∂−≡








−
∂
−
−∂−↔∂−∂↔ g
JgJg
gAAgV .(2.12) 
 Putting (2.7) and (2.1) together using (2.8) through (2.12), finally allows us to write down 
an exact solution to the path integral in (2.1), in terms of the energy / momentum tensor and its 
trace, using the final of the three alternative expressions in (2.1), as follows: 
( ) ( )( )[ ]
( )( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) [ ] ( )( )[ ]
( ))(exp
expexp
expexp
exp
1;;2
2
1;
;2
14][;
2
13
1;;2
2
1;
;2
14][;
2
14
;;2
2
1;
;2
1][;
2
14
xJiW
JTmTgJxdgixdgi
JTmTgJgxdigxdi
AJgATmTgAgAAgxdiD
C
C
C
=
−∂∂−++∂∂−−∂−=
−∂∂−++∂∂−−∂−∂=
−+−∂∂−++∂∂−+∂−∂−
∫∫
∫∫
∫ ∫
−
−
νµννµσ
σ
µνµνµ
νµ
νµννµσ
σ
µνµνµ
νµ
ν
ν
ν
µννµσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
κκδδ
κκδδ
κκϕ
.(2.13) 
In the third line, we have used Gauss’ / Stokes’ theorem to integrate the boundary term.  We note 
as an aside that the first line contains the term ν
νµ
µ AA
;; ∂∂ , and, given the need to exercise care 
with the non commuting ννµ A;; ∂∂ , that we have maintained the exact same index configuration 
in the ( ) ννµµ JJ 1;; −∂∂  portion of the second and third lines. 
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The above contains an “inverse” of ( ) µννµσσµν κκ TmTg −∂∂−++∂∂ ;;221;; .  Of course, 
we still need to find an explicit expression for this inverse.  To begin this process, we treat this 
inverse non-locally, and so define this inverse as the spacetime propagator )( yxD −να , using the 
various formulations which appear in (2.1), and using the “unit” Kronecker αµδ  times the “unit” 
Dirac four-delta )()4( xδ , according to the )( yxD −να  definition: 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) )(
)(
)()(
;;2
2
1;
;
;;2;
;
;;2;
;
)4(
yxDTmTg
yxDRmg
yxDmgyx
−−∂∂−++∂∂=
−+∂∂−+∂∂=
−∂∂−+∂∂≡−
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
κκ
δδ
, (2.14) 
Recall now, from (1.5), that [ ] 0, ;; ≠∂∂= νµννµν AAR , and that the inverses in (2.13) 
which are used to define )( yxD −να  in (2.14) all contain the non-commuting term µν ;; ∂∂  or 
νµ ;; ∂∂  together the transposition-symmetric µνg , µνR , and / or µνT .  Because of this – which 
originates in parallel transport analysis – we cannot assume in curved spacetime that 
)()( yxDyxD −=− αννα .  In fact, we are required to assume that in curved spacetime, 
)()( yxDyxD −≠− αννα !  Thus, we will need to pay attention to the order of indexes in the 
propagator and not simply commute these at will.  That is why we were careful just above in 
(2.13) with matching ννµµ AA ;; ∂∂  to ( ) ννµµ JJ 1;; −∂∂ . 
With all of the foregoing, we now return to (2.13), and write the amplitude function 
( ))(xJW  directly as using ( )yxD −µν  as: 
( )
( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ ∫∫ −−−−∂−=
=
∂ UU
yJyxDxJydgxdgixdgi
xJiWZ
ν
µν
µνµ
νµ δδ 2144][;213 expexp
)(exp
C
C
.(2.15) 
The above fully solves the path integral (2.1) in curved spacetime, in principle, while retaining 
rather than discarding the boundary term. 
What remains is to calculate an explicit expression for )(JW .  This in turn requires two 
things:  First, in the next section, we shall develop the Wick contraction / Green functions related 
to the above ( ))(xJW .  Thereafter, in order to obtain an explicit expression for )( yxD −να , we 
will need to closely consider harmonic analysis and what happens to flat-spacetime Fourier 
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analysis, in curved spacetime, including imposing certain symmetry restrictions on the spacetime 
manifold in order to permit such analysis to be done. 
 
3.  Wick Differentiation and Derivation of the Curved Spacetime QED Green Functions 
 Starting from the path integral (2.15), in order to work with an “apples-to-apples” 
expression in which all integrations are taken over a four-volume, we will find it helpful to again 
step back via Gauss’ /  Stokes’ theorem ( ) ∫∫ ∂↔∂ UU xdxd µµ 43  and return to a boundary term 
expressed as a four-volume integral.  Thus we rewrite (2.15) as: 
( )
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ ∫∫ −−−−∂∂−=
=
UU
yJyxDxJydgxdgixdgi
xJiWZ
ν
µν
µνµ
νµ δδ 2144][;214 expexp
)(exp
C
C
. (3.1) 
As a preliminary matter, we deconstruct (3.1) into a local formulation without integrals: 
( ) [ ] [ ]νµνµνµνµ δδ JgDJgigiJiWZ −−−∂∂−== 21][;21 expexpexp CC . (3.2) 
The lowest order-series expansion of the boundary term on the left is:  
[ ] [ ] K+∂∂−+≅∂∂− ][;21][;21 1exp νµνµνµνµ δδδδ gigi , (3.3) 
while that for the right hand term this series is: 
[ ] K+−−−≅−−− βαβαβαβα JgDJgiJgDJgi 2121 1exp . (3.4) 
 Now, we use the lowest order term [ ]][;21 νµνµ δδ ∂∂− gi  in (3.3) to operate on the entirety 
of [ ]νµνµ JgDJgi −−− 21exp  in (3.2).  Mindful that ( )νν δδδ Jg−≡ / , so that, for example, 
( ) σνσν δδ ]] ≡− Jg , we obtain the following for the first functional differentiation with ]νδ : 
[ ] [ ]
[ ][ ] [ ]βαβαββνµνµ
β
αβ
ανµ
νµ
δ
δδ
JgDJgiJgDg
JgDJgigi
−−−−∂∂−=
−−−∂∂−
2
1}]{
2
1[;
2
1
2
1][;
2
1
exp
exp
. (3.5) 
We keep the factor of 21  pinned to the anticommutator 
}{νβD , because for the special case of a 
commuting βννβ DD = , we have νβνβ DD =}{21 . 
 The second functional differential νδ  is applied serially to the whole result in (3.5), that 
is, we must take JJ 2δδδ = , not ( )2JJ δδδ = .  Thus, proceeding from (3.5), we next obtain: 
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[ ] [ ]
( )[ ]
( )[ ] [ ]βαβαβνµβαναβνµ
β
αβ
α
β
βνµ
νµ
β
αβ
ανµ
νµ
δ
δδ
JgDJgiDJgJgDigg
JgDJgiJgDg
JgDJgigi
−−−∂−−−∂−=
−−−−∂∂−=
−−−∂∂−
2
1}]{
2
1[;
}{2
1
2
1
2
1}]{
2
1[;
2
1
2
1][;
2
1
exp
exp
exp
.(3.6) 
In the above, the term with βνg  in the final line above, operating on the first order expansion 
term βαβ
α JgDJgi −−− 21  in (3.4), will be of interest later on.  We write this “term of 
interest” as: 
( )( )
( )( )βαβαννµµ
β
αβ
αβνµ
βνµ
JgDJgDgi
JgDJgiDgg
−−∂∂−−=
−−−∂∂−
2
1}]{2
1[;
2
1
2
1}]{
2
1[;
2
1
. (3.7) 
 With these preliminaries completed, we turn to calculating the Green functions.  In order 
to calculate Green functions for (3.1) and it local cousin (3.2), we will further deconstruct (3.2) 
into it simplest structural form, and then reconstruct everything once the full calculation is 
complete.  Thus, we deconstruct the amplitude in (3.2) into the following form:  
( ) [ ] [ ]
( ) ( )221221
2
1][;
2
1
expexp
expexp)(exp
JDiid
JgDJgigixJiW
−∂→
−−−∂∂−=
δ
δδ νµνµνµνµ
. (3.8) 
In the above, we have made the symbolic deconstructions: 
dg →∂− µ , (3.9) 
2] δδδ νν → , (3.10) 
∂→∂ µ[; , (3.11) 
2JJgJg →−− µµ , (3.12) 
DD →µν . (3.13) 
We use dg →∂− µ  in (3.9) as a reminder that this is the derivative which gets converted via 
the general Gauss /  Stokes conversion ( ) ∫∫ ∂↔∂ UU xdxd µµ 43 , and we hide the indexes, 
commutators, commutation position, and brackets with the understanding that these can later be 
reconstructed using (3.8) through (3.13) in the opposite direction to guide the proper replacement 
of the foregoing.  Then, since (3.8) is a symbolic representation of (3.2), we can reconstruct the 
local (3.2) into the integral, non-local form (3.1).  Finally, it will be an extremely useful aid in 
later reconstruction, to deconstruct (3.7) into the shorthand form:  
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( )( ) ( )( )28121}]{21[;21 DJDdiJgDJgDgi ∂−→−−∂∂−− βαβαννµµ . (3.14) 
 Now, let us follow the Wick procedure by repeatedly differentiating using Jδδδ /=  in 
(3.8).  Both of the exponentials in (3.8), 221exp δ∂id  and ( )221exp JDi− , are of the general form 
2
2
1exp JD , and can be readily obtained from 221exp JD  by re-scaling and / or renaming D.  So, 
we repeatedly apply Jδδδ /=  to 221exp JD , evaluate each successive derivative at 0=J , and 
then reconstruct 221exp JD  using a Maclaurin series.  The first functional derivative, obtained 
and then evaluated at 0=J  (denoted )0(δ ) is:  
0)0(expexp 221221 =→= δδ JDDJJD . (3.15) 
The second functional derivative is: 
( ) [ ] DJDJDDJDDJJD =→+== )0(expexpexp 2221222212212 δδδ . (3.16) 
Repeating this out to the eighth functional derivative, which will be sufficient to establish a 
pattern for an infinite summation, we find, successively: 
[ ] 0)0(exp3exp 32213322213 =→+= δδ JDJDJDJD , (3.17) 
[ ] 24221442322214 3)0(exp63exp DJDJDJDDJD =→++= δδ , (3.18) 
[ ] 0)0(exp1015exp 5221553432215 =→++= δδ JDJDJDJDJD , (3.19) 
[ ] 3622166452432216 15)0(exp154515exp DJDJDJDJDDJD =→+++= δδ , (3.20) 
[ ] 0)0(exp21105105exp 722177563542217 =→+++= δδ JDJDJDJDJDJD , (3.21) 
[ ] 482218867462542218 105)0(exp28210420105exp DJDJDJDJDJDDJD =→++++= δδ .(3.22) 
We may summarize all of the above by: 
( )
( )



=
−=
oddfor00
evenfor!)!1(0 2
n
nDn
n
n
n
δ
δ
, (3.23) 
Using this to construct a Maclaurin series, we now obtain: 
∑
∞
=
=
+++++=
+++++=
0
2
8463422
8
4
6
3
4
2
22
!!2
1
!!8
1
!!6
1
!!4
1
!!2
11
!8
!!7
!6
!!5
!4
!!3
!2
!!11
2
1
exp
n
nn JD
n
JDJDJDDJ
JDJDJDJDJD
K
K
. (3.24) 
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In the foregoing, we come across the double-factorials which are endemic to Wick 
contractions and quantum field theory.  Indeed, if we take note of the usual “hyperbolic cosine” 
function xcosh , we see that the only difference between (3.24) and the ordinary cosh function is 
that the single factorial !2n  is replaced by the double factorial !!2n .  This observation reveals a 
whole system of “double-factorial” mathematical functions, which we shall refer to as “Wick 
functions.”  For example, by analogy with and in contrast to the ordinary cosh function, we 
define, for example, a “coshw” function, the “Wick hyperbolic cosine,” according to: 
( )
( )




≡
=≡
∑
∑
∞
=
∞
=
0
2
2
0
2
!2
1
cosh
2
1
exp
!!2
1
coshw
n
n
n
n
x
n
x
xx
n
x
. (3.25) 
More generally, it is helpful think about all of this in the purely mathematical context of “Wick-
Maclaurin functions,” denoted by )(xfw , with the series expansion defined , and contrasted to 
the that of the usual Maclaurin series, such that: 
( )
( ) K
K
++′′′+′′+′+=
++′′′+′′+′+≡
4)4(32
4)4(32
!4
1
!3
1
!2
11
!!4
1
!!3
1
!!2
11
xfxfxfxfxf
xfxfxfxfxfw
. (3.26) 
Thus, we see that every ordinary mathematical function has an analogous “Wick function” in 
which the single factorials in the series expansions are simply replaced with double factorials.  
Such functions are the same as their ordinary functional counterparts up to 2x  order (because 
!!2!2 = ), but begin to have different characteristics beyond second order. 
 Now, we return to (3.8).  Using (3.25) and (3.26), we may rescale and rename to express 
each of ( )221exp δ∂id  and ( )221exp JDi−  in (3.8) as: 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∞
=
∂=∂=∂
0
22
2
1
!!2
1icoshwexp
n
nnn di
n
did δδδ , (3.27) 
( ) ( ) ( )∑∞
=
−==−
0
22
2
1
!!2
1
coshwexp
n
nnn JDi
n
JDiiJiD . (3.28) 
We then use these to form our deconstructed ( ) ( )221221 expexp JDiid −∂δ  of (3.8).  Thus, we 
expand out each series, multiply these together, reorder terms in powers of J, and consolidate 
into a merged double series.  The calculation is straightforward but tedious, and we show the first 
six orders, which are sufficient to establish the pattern for consolidation: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 





−




 ∂=
∂=−∂
∑∑
∞
=
∞
= 0
2
0
2
2
2
12
2
1
!!2
1
!!2
1
coshwicoshwexpexp
n
nnn
n
nnn JDi
n
di
n
JDiidJDiid
δ
δδ
  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 12665432
10565432
8465432
6365432
4265432
265432
0065432
!12
1
!!12
!!23
!!10
!!21
!!8
!!19
!!6
!!17
!!4
!!15
!!2
!!13
!!0
!!11
!10
1
!!12
!!21
!!10
!!19
!!8
!!17
!!6
!!15
!!4
!!13
!!2
!11
!!0
!!9
!8
1
!!12
!!19
!!10
!!17
!!8
!!15
!!6
!!13
!!4
!!11
!!2
!!9
!!0
!!7
!6
1
!!12
!!17
!!10
!!15
!!8
!!13
!!6
!!11
!!4
!!9
!!2
!!7
!!0
!!5
!4
1
!!12
!!15
!!10
!!13
!!8
!!11
!!6
!!9
!!4
!!7
!!2
!!5
!!0
!!3
!2
1
!!12
!!13
!!10
!!11
!!8
!!9
!!6
!!7
!!4
!!5
!!2
!!3
!!0
!!1
!0
1
!!12
!!11
!!10
!!9
!!8
!!7
!!6
!!5
!!4
!!3
!!2
!!11
JDDdDdDdDdDdDd
JDDdDdDdDdDdDdi
JDDdDdDdDdDdDd
JDDdDdDdDdDdDdi
JDDdDdDdDdDdDd
DJDdDdDdDdDdDdi
JDDdDdDdDdDdDd





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+−





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+−





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂++





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂++





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+−





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+−





 ∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+∂+=
. (3.29) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
∑ ∑
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
∂




 −+
−=





 ∂−+−=
0 0
2
0
2
0
!!2
1
!2
!!122
!2
1
!!2
!!122
m
m
n
nnn
n
n
m
mn
Dd
m
JD
n
mni
DJ
n
Dd
m
mni
 
 Based on the final two lines above, we may write this expressly in terms of the Green 
functions )(nG , or alternatively in terms of “Wick functions” )(mW , as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) n
n
nm
m
mnn
m
mm
n
nn
DJ
n
mniW
Dd
m
mniG
WDd
m
DJ
n
G
JDiidJDiid
2
0
)(
0
)(
0
)(
0
2)(
2
2
12
2
1
!2
!!122
!!2
!!122
-where-
!!2
1
!2
1
coshwicoshwexpexp
∑
∑
∑∑
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
−+
−≡
∂−+−≡
∂==
∂=−∂ δδ
. (3.30) 
The Green functions )(nG  are thus specified as the expansion coefficients of ( ) 2!2/1 DJn  with a 
single factorial, while the Wick functions )(mW  are the expansion coefficients of ( )( )mDdm ∂!!2/1  
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with a double factorial.  The former Green expansion ( )( )∑∞
=0
2)( !2/1
n
nn DJnG  mirrors the 
“ordinary” single-factorial Maclaurin series expansions for ( )xf  in (3.26).  The latter Wick 
expansion ( )( )∑∞
=
∂
0
)(!!2/1
m
mmWDdm  mirrors the parallel double-factorial “Wick-Maclaurin 
series” expansions for ( )xfw  in (3.26).  In fact, aside from the factor in (3.1) and (3.2), if we 
define the ordinary single factorial expansion function ( )( )∑∞
=
≡
0
2)()(2 !2/1),(
n
nnn DJnGGDJf C , 
and the corresponding “Wick-Maclaurin” double factorial expansion function 
( )( )∑∞
=
∂≡∂
0
)()( !!2/1),(
m
mmm DdmWWDdfw C , then (3.30) tell us, in terms of (3.26), that: 
),(),( )()(2 mn WDdfwGDJfZ ∂== . (3.31) 
This is a concrete and concise application of Wick-Maclaurin functions to mathematically 
represent the statement (see [3], page 44) that the path integral can be expanded either in powers 
of sources J (here, ),( )(2 nGDJf ), or in powers of “couplings” λ  (here, ),( )(mWDdfw ∂ ).  
 Finally, having found the “deconstructed” Green functions of (3.30), we turn now to 
“reconstruction.”  To do this, we need to “reverse” the deconstruction of (3.8) through (3.14).  
There are two terms in (3.30) which we need to reconstruct.  The first, 2DJ , is simple.  From 
(3.8), we can directly obtain the reconstruction: 
ν
µν
µ JgDJgJD −−→2 . (3.32) 
The second term, Dd∂ , is a little trickier, because it does not appear directly in (3.8).  That, 
however, is why we developed (3.14) which is based on (3.6) and the “term of interest” (3.7).  
Specifically, combining (3.14) with (3.32) allows us to deduce that: 
( )}]{[; ννµµ DgDd ∂∂−→∂ . (3.33) 
 Therefore, using (3.32) and (3.33) in (3.30), we can reconstruct all the way back to the 
local, non-integral equation (3.2), in the form of: 
( ) ( ) [ ]( )
( ) ( ) [ ]( )
( ) ( ) ( ) n
n
nm
m
mnn
m
m
m
n
nn
JgDJg
n
mniW
Dg
m
mniG
WDg
m
JgDJg
n
GxJiW
ν
µν
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
µν
µ
−−
−+
−=
∂∂−−+−=
∂∂−=−−=
∑
∑
∑∑
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
0
)(
0 }
]{[;)(
)(
0 }
]{[;
0
)(
!2
!!122
!!2
!!122
-where-
!!2
1
!2
1)(exp
.(3.34) 
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If we put all of this together explicitly, expanded in J, we have: 
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( )∑ ∑∞
=
∞
=
−−∂∂−−+−=
0 0 }
]{[;
!2
1
!!2
!!122)(exp
n
n
m
mn JgDJg
n
Dg
m
mn
ixJiW νµν
µ
ν
νµ
µ .(3.35) 
 Now, reconstructing back to (3.1), we restore the non-locality and the integrals, and so 
finally arrive at the entire path integral ( ))(exp xJiWZ C= , in closed, exact form, as such: 
( )
( ) ( ) [ ]( )
( ) n
U
n m
m
U
n
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
yxDydgxdg
m
mni
xJiW
∫
∑ ∑ ∫
−−−×
−∂∂−−−+−=
=
∞
=
∞
=
)()()(
!2
1
)(
!!2
!!122
)(exp
44
0 0 }
]{[;44
ν
µν
µ
ν
νµ
µ . (3.36) 
It should be noted that in the course of doing the expanded calculation (3.29), the operator term 
with 2δ∂d , which contains no explicit propagator, turned into terms expanded in Dd∂ , that is, 
Ddd ∂→∂ 2δ
 after functional differentiation, which does contain a propagator.  When 
reconstructed and treated non-locally, this propagator becomes )(}]{ yxDD −→ νν , which 
introduces the “two point” relationship yx − , which is why we need to also add the factor 
ydgxdg 44 −−
 to the [ ])(}]{[; yxD −∂∂ ννµµ  term above. 
Written in the form of (3.34), we may represent (3.36) as: 
( )
( )
[ ]( )
( ) ( ) [ ]( )
( ) ( ) ( ) n
Un
nm
m
m
U
nn
m
m
m
U
n
n
U
n
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
mniW
yxDydgxdg
m
mniG
WyxDydgxdg
m
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
G
xJiWZ
∫∑
∑ ∫
∑ ∫
∑ ∫
−−−
−+
−=
−∂∂−−−+−=
−∂∂−−=
−−−=
=
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
∞
=
)()()(
!2
!!122
)(
!!2
!!122
-where-
)(
!!2
1
)()()(
!2
1
)(exp
44
0
)(
0 }
]{[;44)(
)(
0 }
]{[;44
0
44)(
ν
µν
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
µν
µ
C
C
C
. (3.37) 
The final reconstruction step is to use Gauss /  Stokes theorem ( )∫∫ ∂↔∂ UU xdxd µµ 34  in 
the forward direction, and integrate (3.37) back to a boundary integral over U∂ .  However, the 
pertinent term is µ∂yxdd 44 , because of the entry of the propagator )(}]{ yxDD −→ νν  through 
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Ddd ∂→∂ 2δ , as just discussed.  In this situation, the appropriate Gauss / Stokes conversion is 
( )∫∫ ∂↔∂ UU yxddyxdd µµ 3344 , where the two-point, three-volume element: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )σβαµαβσµ ε dxdydxdydxdyyxdd ∧∧≡ !3133 . (3.38) 
Therefore, the final, complete, reconstructed QED path integral, in curved spacetime, in closed 
series form and including the integrated boundary term, is: 
( )
( )
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) n
Un
nm
m
m
U
nn
m
m
m
U
n
n
U
n
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
mniW
yxDydgxdg
m
mniG
WyxDydgxdg
m
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
G
xJiWZ
∫∑
∑ ∫
∑ ∫
∑ ∫
−−−
−+
−=
−∂−−−+−=
−∂−−=
−−−=
=
∞
=
∞
= ∂
∞
= ∂
∞
=
)()()(
!2
!!122
)(
!!2
!!122
where
)(
!!2
1
)()()(
!2
1
)(exp
44
0
)(
0 }
]{[;33)(
)(
0 }
]{[;33
0
44)(
ν
µν
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
νµ
µ
ν
µν
µ
C
C
C
. (3.39) 
In the more abstract representation of (3.31), we may represent these alternative expansions as: 
( )
( )( ))(}]{[;33
)(44
,)(
,)()()(
m
U
n
U
WyxDydgxdgfw
GyJyxDxyJdgxdgfZ
∫
∫
∂
−∂−−=
−−−=
ν
νµ
µ
ν
µν
µ
. (3.40) 
 As is to be expected, each term in ( ))(xJW  may be parameterized by m and n, that is, by 
( )( ))(, xJW nm  .  Now, let’s take a closer look at the boundary term, by examining the amplitude 
( )( ))(,0 xJW n∑ , that is, the amplitude terms for which 0=m , and for which we take the sum over 
n from 0 to ∞ , represented by ∑n .  In this circumstance, using the )(nG  formulation, (3.39) 
becomes: 
( )( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) !!12)(
!!0
!!12
where
)()()(
!2
1
)(exp
0}]{[;33)(
0
44)(
,0
−−=−∂−−−−=
−−−=
∑
∫
∑ ∫
∂
∞
=
niyxDydgxdgniG
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
G
xJiW
n
U
nn
n
n
U
n
n
ν
νµ
µ
ν
µν
µ
. (3.41) 
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Using (3.24) and (3.25) written as ( )∑∞
=
−=−
0
22
!!2
1
2
1
exp
n
nnn JDi
n
JDi , and given that 
( ) !!2/1!2/!!12 nnn =− , these therefore combine into: 
( )( )
( ) ( )
( )∫
∑ ∫
−−−−=
−−−−=
∑
∞
=
U
n
n
U
n
n
yJyxDxyJdgxdgi
yJyxDxyJdgxdg
n
i
xJiW
)()()(exp
)()()(
!!2
1
)(exp
44
2
1
0
44
,0
ν
µν
µ
ν
µν
µ
. (3.42) 
More directly, this means that: 
( )( ) ∫ −−−−=∑ Un yJyxDxyJdgxdgxJW )()()()( 4421,0 νµνµ . (3.43) 
This is the usual QED amplitude function, albeit integrated over the ydgxdg 44 −−  volume 
elements and so applicable in curved spacetime, and it serves as a check that (3.39) is a correct 
result (see [3] at eq. (I.5.4)).  This also tell us that this usual amplitude, is the formulation in 
which the 0=m  in the Green function )(nG  and in which we employ ∑n  for n.  Thus, the usual 
amplitude (3.43) uses a sum starting with the two-point Green function, and running all the way 
through the “infinite point” Green function.  This also gives us the context in which to examine 
the boundary term, which comes into play for 0≠m . 
 We saw in (1.12) that the boundary term ( )∫∂ ∂U AAxd ][3 νµνµ  may be discarded by taking 
0=νA  over the boundary U∂ .  This term becomes ( )∫∂ −∂−−U yxDydgxdg )(}]{[;33 ννµµ
following path integral quantization, and it is part of the Green function )(nG  in (3.39).  Using 
ν
νµ
µµν
µν DDDg ==  and ννµννµ DD ∂=∂ ;  for the trace term, the integrand in this boundary term 
expands, including the Christoffel connections, to: 
)()()()(2
)()(
}{}{}{
}]{
[;}
]{[;
yxDyxDgyxDyxD
yxDggyxD
−Γ−−Γ+−∂−−∂=
−∂=−∂
τσ
στ
µ
τ
µ
σν
τνσ
ν
µν
ν
νµ
βν
σβν
µσ
ν
νµ
. (3.44) 
For this term to become zero, we would have to take 0)( =− yxDτσ  over the boundary U∂ .  In 
the event 0)( =− yxDτσ  over U∂ , all the )(nG  terms would vanish for 0>m , and, as in (3.41), 
we would have, overall ( ) ( ) !!12)( −−= niG nn , leading to (3.43). 
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 Therefore, (3.43) is the amplitude in the limit where the propagator )( yxD −τσ  is taken 
to vanish over the boundary, 0)( =− yxDτσ  over U∂  (in contrast to, and as a QED progression 
from, taking 0=νA  over the boundary as in (1.12)).  In the event the propagator over the 
boundary is other than zero, the non-zero Green functions 0)( ≠nG  for 0>m  will cause the 
amplitude ( ))(xJW  to vary from (3.43).  That is, any variation from (3.43), would have to come 
about because 0)( ≠− yxDτσ  over U∂ . 
Thus far, everything developed to this point has been based mathematical calculation 
carried out in spacetime.  We have not at any point made any reference to momentum space or 
attempted to use  any sort of Fourier transformation or more general type of harmonic analysis, 
given that we have been working with a curved spacetime background within which 
conventional Fourier methods of harmonic analysis are thought to be inapplicable.  While we 
have successfully averted these questions dealing with harmonic analysis throughout the 
development of Green functions, as we turn to obtaining an explicit expression for the 
propagator )( yxD −να  in curved spacetime, we can avoid this no longer.  As noted at the end of 
section 2, we will now need to closely consider harmonic analysis and what happens to flat-
spacetime Fourier analysis, in curved spacetime. 
 
4.  Harmonic Analysis in Curved Spacetime: Working Postulates and Corollaries  
Harmonic analysis, which we shall loosely regard as the development of analogues to 
Fourier analysis in curved spacetime and more-generally in non-Euclidean spaces, is still an open 
area of research, with much that is not yet understood.  What is well understood, however, is that 
the degree of symmetry of the spacetime manifold under consideration has a great deal to do 
with what type of harmonic analysis may be properly applied, and even whether any type of 
analysis can be applied whatsoever.  The more restricted the symmetry, the more likely it is that 
one can effectively apply some form of harmonic analysis. 
One symmetry restriction that we know must apply in a physical, spacetime manifold of 
any character, is gauge symmetry.  As we shall now seek to demonstrate, when one is working in 
curved spacetime with gauge symmetry, the gauge symmetry greatly enhances one’s ability to 
carry out Fourier-analog harmonic analysis, even against this curved spacetime background.  
The key aspect of gauge theory which enables this enhancement, is that by definition, a gauge 
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theory is designed to maintain invariance with respect to transformations of the Fourier kernel of 
the form ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ])(expexp)(expexp xxpixipxixip αα ττττττ −−=−→− .  That is, the invariance 
of gauge theory under completely arbitrary transformations )(xxpxp αττττ −→  of the exponent 
in the Fourier kernel, allows a modified form of traditional Fourier analysis to be employed even 
for some (but not all) types of curved spacetime manifolds, so long as the theory under 
consideration is a gauge theory.  As we shall also see, this approach also introduces non-
Abelian, i.e., Yang-Mills gauge theory, in a rather surprising way. 
 We begin our discussion by returning to equation (2.14), which is a definition of the 
propagator )( yxD −να  as the inverse of the operator ( ) µννµσσµν κκ TmTg −∂∂−++∂∂ ;;221;; , 
which we reproduce below:  
( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) )(
)(
)()(
;;2
2
1;
;
;;2;
;
;;2;
;
)4(
yxDTmTg
yxDRmg
yxDmgyx
−−∂∂−++∂∂=
−+∂∂−+∂∂=
−∂∂−+∂∂≡−
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
κκ
δδ
. (4.1) 
Certainly, the operator ( ) µννµσσµν κκ TmTg −∂∂−++∂∂ ;;221;;  was carefully constructed to be 
consistent with non-commuting derivatives and parallel transport on a curved spacetime 
manifold and the presence of gravitational curvature and matter sources µνT , and so is suitable 
for use in a curved manifold.  By embedding the Einstein equation RgRT µνµνµνκ 21−=− , (4.1) 
is also imposing a constraint on the metric tensor, by requiring that the metric tensor µνg  must 
be a solution of the Einstein equation for whatever matter source µνT  one applies.  Going back 
to the relationship between the symmetry of the manifold and the ability to apply harmonic 
analysis, one may think of (4.1) as already imposing some symmetry on the manifold, namely, 
those symmetry constraints which are imposed from on given matter source µνT  on the metric 
tensor, via RgRT µνµνµνκ 21−=− .  (A nearly-encyclopedic catalog of such solutions is 
provided by [4].)  Because we wish for )( yxD −να  to be the inverse of this operator, a 
Kronecker delta αµδ , which is a unit matrix, of Dirac deltas )()4( yx −δ , which are unit perfect 
impulses, must be used to define the inverse.  The questions about harmonic analysis begin to 
arise, however, from the presence of the Dirac delta )()4( yx −δ  in (4.1), because this delta is the 
(inverse) Fourier transform of “1” and so may be defined using the mathematical identity: 
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( ) ( )
( )
∫
−
≡−
τ
τ
pi
δ yxipepdyx 4
4
)4(
2
. (4.2) 
This contains the Fourier kernel ( )
τ
τ yxike
−
, and it is known that as a general rule, one cannot 
simply apply this kernel in curved spacetime without very careful consideration.  But, as used in 
(4.2), and without factors of g−  which we know must eventually permeate any integration 
done in curved spacetime, the kernel is completely appropriate, because (4.2) is a mathematical 
identity that exists irrespective of the type of geometric space which may be under consideration.  
That is, equation (4.2) is a pre-geometric equation which is no more and no less than a 
mathematical identity, and so it serves as something of an “anchor” in the complexities of curved 
spacetime.  Therefore, we may appropriately combine (4.1) and (4.2) to write: 
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. (4.3) 
This is the place from which we can no longer avoid considering harmonic analysis in 
curved spacetime, because to make any further headway with (4.3), we must have some analog 
of the (inverse) Fourier transform for the propagator, that is, we need a reliable analog of 
)()( 1 pDyxD νανα −=− F .  If we cannot develop such an analog, then we may be forced to 
abandon the entire notion that path integration can ever be applied in a fully calculable manner to 
curved spacetime.  This, in turn, may well render a possible unification of quantum theory and 
gravitational theory impossible – at least via the path integration route – and would thereby 
undercut one of the two main pillars (the other being canonical quantization) upon which 
quantum filed theory is presently understood today, as the basis for eventual unification with 
gravitation.  That is, the inability to extend some analog of Fourier transformation into curved 
spacetime would signal that path integration is OK for Euclidean spacetime but if we ever wish 
to consider quantization of non-Euclidean spacetime, then we need to scrap the path integral 
approach and find an entirely new basis for quantum theory in curved manifolds.*   Given these 
                                                 
*
 Or, as noted in [3] at page 456, we must find some “embedding” mathematical operation which, in the flat 
spacetime limiting approximation, reduces to the path integral ( )( )∫ ∫− )(/exp 4 ϕϕ LxdiD h .  This ought not be 
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cascading, possibly devastating consequences of not being able to extend some form of Fourier-
type analysis into curved spacetime – or at least into curved spacetime manifolds constrained by 
some degree of symmetry which does not exclude physically-realistic solutions – it behooves us 
to fully and vigorously explore the question of how to do Harmonic analysis – the analog of 
Fourier analysis – in non-Euclidean spacetime manifolds, even if this means requiring the  
manifolds we consider to possess certain symmetries which permit this to be done. 
Lest one think that accepting symmetry restrictions on the manifolds we consider is a 
case of the “drunk looking for the quarter under the lamppost” because “that is where the light 
is,” keep in mind that physics, as oppose to pure mathematics, is a study of the mathematics 
which reproduces and more or less explains what we observe in the natural world.  As such, at 
the risk of stating the obvious, physics itself is fundamentally a “process of elimination” which 
of its very nature restricts out from consideration, many mathematical systems which may be 
completely internally-consistent as a logical matter, but which simply do not match up with 
observational data.  So, given that only certain types of curved manifolds with certain 
symmetries can be subjected to consistent forms of harmonic analysis which enable us to retain 
the path integral formulation of quantum field theory, and by restricting ourselves to only those 
type of manifolds which admit some form of harmonic analysis, we may (not “are,” but “may”) 
in fact be restricting ourselves to the same types of manifolds which nature herself permits to 
exist, and eliminating from consideration manifolds which nature does not permit to exist. 
That is, it is clear that while mathematics permits many different manifolds to exist, one 
should not assume that physics itself will permit any old mathematical manifold to exist in the 
observed natural world.  Indeed, if physics should turn out to be essentially geometrodynamic in 
character, the whole point of physics would be to eliminate all but those manifolds which do 
exist or can exist in nature.  Already discussed, for example, given a matter source µνT , the 
Einstein equation RgRT µνµνµνκ 21−=−  which is embedded in (4.3) restricts out from 
consideration, any manifolds for which the metric tensor µνg  is not a solution to this equation.  
Thus, in the union of gravitational and quantum field theory, it is to be expected that on top of 
general relativity, quantum field theory will impose even further restrictions on the manifolds 
which are permitted in nature, down to a very small, perhaps unique set of manifolds which are 
                                                                                                                                                             
eliminated as a possibility in principle.  But, we shall not pursue this possibility here, but rather will push the path 
integral formalism as far as it can possibly go to determine its outer limits, if any. 
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permitted by, i.e., not excluded, by both general relativity and by quantum field theory.  Also, for 
example, one should have no problem at all with accepting the symmetry constraint that any 
physically-viable manifold must possess gauge symmetry, even though pure mathematics might 
consistently permit manifolds without such symmetry.  Similarly, one should have no problem 
with accepting the symmetry constraint that that any physically-viable manifold must be locally 
Minkowski, that is, that the tangent / orthonormal space at each event on the spacetime manifold 
must have the metric tensor µνµν η=g .  Nor should one have a problem eliminating from the 
universe of possibilities, a 27-diensional manifold, etc., in favor of a 4-dimensional manifold 
with one time and three space dimensions. Thus, the acceptance of certain symmetry constraints 
on the manifold may be, not a case of “compromising” on possibilities or “looking only under 
the light for the quarter,” but a case of narrowing our consideration of “possibilities” down to 
only those “actualities” which nature herself permits, in the most fundamental spirit of physics 
research. 
Given the foregoing, we now raise all of this to the level of two working postulates, and 
their immediate corollaries, to be developed to the point where these postulates can be disproven 
by a contradictory example, or cannot be disproven, as follows:  
Working Postulate 1:  The path integral formalism ( )( )∫ ∫−= )(/exp 4 ϕϕ LxdiDZ h  
remains a valid description of quantum reality, even in curved spacetime manifolds. 
Working Postulate 2:  The only spacetime manifolds which are permitted by nature to 
exist in the physical world (as opposed to being possible in mathematics but not realized or 
“actualized” in nature), are those for which the closed form Green functions can be fully 
calculated from the path integral formalism. 
These in turn lead to two corollaries: 
 Corollary 1:  Because the path integral formalism and the derivation of closed form 
Green functions cannot be extended into curved spacetime manifolds without engaging in some 
form of harmonic analysis analogous to Fourier transformations, the only manifolds which nature 
permits to exist in the physical world, are those manifolds upon which one can perform some 
consistent, calculable form harmonic analysis.  That’s is, nature excludes from existing, any 
manifolds upon which one cannot calculate using some type of harmonic analysis. 
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Corollary 2:  Because the ability to perform harmonic analysis on a manifold requires 
that the manifold must contain certain symmetries, any and all manifolds which are permitted to 
exist in the physical world, must contain the symmetries which are necessary to permit harmonic 
analysis of those manifolds in the context of path integral quantization. 
 By these postulates and corollaries, we actually use the path integral formulation as the 
basis for discarding from consideration, as “unphysical,” any manifold for which path integration 
cannot be performed with some appropriate form harmonic analysis which is the analog of 
Fourier transformations, because that manifold does not possess the requisite symmetry to permit 
such analysis. 
 We also introduce the more-conventional postulate that all of the physics occurring in our 
manifold is gauge-invariant, that is, we require gauge symmetry.  And, we postulate that tangent 
to each event in the manifold is am orthonormal Minkowski space with the metric tensor abη , 
which we express formally in terms of a vierbein ( )xV aµ  as: (See, e.g., [5], section 3.8.) 
ab
baVVg ηνµµν = . (4.4) 
Now, let us pinpoint some of the problems that one runs into in applying traditional 
Fourier analysis to curved spacetime, even for manifolds with a high degree of symmetry.  If we 
were able to simply use the regular Fourier transform F  in curved spacetime without having to 
make any changes – which we cannot do – then, for the propagator )( yxD −να  in (4.3), we 
would use the inverse Fourier transform specified by: 
( )
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In the above, 3210
4 dpdpdpdppd =
 is specified using lower-indexed volume elements over the 
momentum space, in contrast to 32104 dxdxdxdxxd = .  We would then combine this with (4.3) 
and remove the integrands to obtain: 
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. (4.6) 
Then, we would go about calculating this inversion in the usual way, but with the additional 
terms involving µνR  and / or µνT .  But, the inverse transform in (4.5) has two problems:  First, 
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when we carry out the integral over pd 4 , we are now talking about a momentum space being 
defined as the dual to a non-Euclidean, curved spacetime, so we expect there to be some 
expression involving g−  inside of this integral.  That does not yet appear in (4.5).  Secondly, 
in curved spacetime – and even in a flat spacetime to which we apply a curvilinear coordinate 
transformation – the Fourier kernel ( )
τ
τ yxipe
−
 does not have an invariant meaning, but changes 
even under general coordinate transformations in flat spacetime.  Thus, this kernel most certainly 
fails as is, in a generally non-Euclidean manifold. 
 To resolve at least these two problems, let us now narrow our earlier postulates even 
further, by working with one particular type of harmonic analysis, namely, Pontryagin duality.*  
That is, we shall now consider only manifolds to which Pontryagin duality may be applied, and 
thus, manifolds which form a locally compact, topological, Abelian group.  Pontryagin duality is 
but one type of harmonic analysis, and the manifolds to which it applies have the highest degree 
of symmetry.  In order of decreasing symmetry, and without being limiting, one can also perform 
harmonic analysis on Lie groups, or on homogeneous spaces, or one can apply the theory of 
pseudodifferential operators and Fourier integral operators on a local basis. [6]  In narrowing our 
consideration in this way to Pontryagin duality, we are selecting the simplest form of harmonic 
analysis for application to manifolds with the highest degree of symmetry, without excluding 
other techniques for harmonic analysis on manifolds with less symmetry, so long as those 
techniques satisfy our postulates that 1) they can be applied in the context of path integral 
quantization, and 2) they can be applied in such a way that one can calculate closed form Green 
functions from the path integral. 
 Therefore using Pontryagin duality as the framework for further development, we take 
the “original” space to be spacetime x, and the “dual” space to be four-dimensional momentum 
space p.  Then, in relation to a function )(xG , we define the “forward” “Harmonic” (H ) 
transform ( ) ( )( )xGpG H≡  and the “inverse” transform ( ) ( )( )pGxG 1−≡H  as: [7] 
                                                 
*
 A. Neumaier has pointed out in dialogue on the physics newsgroup sci.physics.research that “as long as the space-
time is diffeomorphic to a homogeneous space one can use a diffeomorphism to transform coordinates to that space, 
then do the Fourier analysis there, then transform back. . . .  For a group representation approach, it is enough to 
have a homogenous space (still a highly symmetric space but  less than a symmetric space), and there are infinitely 
many of these even in 4D (one just needs 4 independent Killing fields), some of them of high interest to cosmology. 
. . . On the other hand, the less symmetries there are the more difficult is the analysis, and only the symmetric space 
case is fully developed.” 
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In (4.7), ( )xdµ  is the forward Haar measure on x, and ( )pdν  is the inverse Haar measure on p.  
In relation to the usual “Fourier” (F ) analysis in flat spacetime, we have the correspondences 
( )( ) ( )( )xGxG FH → , ( ) xdxd 4→µ , and ( ) pdpd 4→ν .  Further, we have ( ) σσχ xipepx −→,  and 
( ) σσχ xipepx →, , and so shall refer to ( )px,χ  and its complex conjugate ( )px,χ   as the Fourier 
“kernel analogs.”  We shall normalize these such that 1),(),(),( 2 == pxpxpx χχχ .  The 
overall relationship ( ) ( )( )( )xGxG HH 1−≡  tells us that the inverse Harmonic transform of a 
Harmonic transform of a function is defined to be identical to the original function. 
 Encapsulating all of the discussion in this section, we have now formally required that 
any the manifold we consider, in addition to having a metric tensor abbaVVg ηνµµν =  and 
having gauge symmetry, must be a manifold to which (4.7) may be properly applied.  This 
“circular” definition, again, is akin to “looking under the light” for the quarter because “that is 
where the light is,” insofar we are saying that we will use (4.7) on any and all manifolds for 
which we can use (4.7), and not on any others.  But, again, this “circular” definition serves to 
eliminate certain manifolds from consideration – namely, those to which (4.7) cannot be applied 
– and, when extended to encompass any other methods of harmonic analysis which allow closed 
form development of Green functions from the path integral, may perhaps (not “certainly” but 
“perhaps”) be a way of using quantum field theory to eliminate non-physical manifolds in favor 
of manifold physically-permitted by nature. 
So, to simplify progress from here, and to avoid the need for a lengthy catalog of 
different types of symmetries of different types of manifolds (again, see [4]), we only consider 
manifolds upon which (4.7) can be used because those manifolds possess the requisite 
symmetries to permit (4.7) to be used.  Thus, we will now use and develop (4.7) without further 
discussion of the particular types of manifolds to which (4.7) can be applied, other than to make 
central and fundamental use of gauge symmetry, which will be a crucial ingredient of developing 
(4.7) to the point where we can advance beyond equation (4.3), an do an exact calculation of the 
propagator even in curved spacetime. 
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5.  Using Gauge Symmetry to Facilitate Harmonic Analysis in Curved Spacetime with 
Pontryagin duality  
 The Pontryagin duality equations (4.7) contain two crucial ingredients which it is now 
essential to develop mathematically.  First, we must develop the Haar measures ( )xdµ  and 
( )pdν .  Second, we must develop the “kernel analogs” ),( pxχ  and ),( pxχ .   
The “forward” Haar measure has a clear definition in curved spacetime, namely: 
( ) xdxgxd 4)(−≡µ , (5.1) 
which we know must be used in any integral over xd 4 .  This enables us to advance (4.7) to: 
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From here, however, we cannot obtain a definite expression for the “inverse” Haar measure 
( )pdν , without knowing the kernel analogs ( )px,χ  and ( )px,χ   which, in flat spacetime, 
become  ( ) σσχ xipepx −→,  and ( ) σσχ xipepx →, .  This brings us finally to gauge theory, where as 
observed at the start of section 4, the factor 
σ
σ xipe
−
 is also a central element. 
 We start our discussion of gauge theory simply with a free fermion wavefunction and 
adjoint specified in the usual way: 
( ) ( ) ( )puepuepue xipxipxip σσσσσσ γγψψψ ==== − 0†0†; , (5.3) 
in flat spacetime in rectilinear coordinates.  These wavefunctions are clearly specified using the 
Fourier kernel 
σ
σ xipe
−
.  When used in the Dirac Lagrangian density, we have: 
ψψψγψψψψγψ µµµµ mpmi −=−∂=L . (5.4) 
Gauge theory begins by subjecting these wavefunctions to a local gauge transformation: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )puepueeepue
puepueeepue
xxpixixipxixip
xxpixixipxixip
ααα
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σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
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ψψψ
−−−
−−−−
===′→==
===′→=
. (5.5) 
In the Lagrangian density, this results in: 
( ) ψψψαγψψψψγψ µµµµµ mipmi −∂+=′′−′∂′=′→ LL . (5.6) 
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This, of course, does not have the same form as (5.4).  We therefore impose the requirement that 
L  must be invariant under such local gauge transformations, and so introduce a gauge field µA  
and charge strength e and use these to construct a “covariant” derivative: 
µµµ ieAD −∂≡ . (5.7) 
We then use (5.7) to redefine the Lagrangian density, according to: 
( ) ( ) ψψψγψψψψγψψψψγψ µµµµµµµµ meApmeAimDi −+=−+∂=−=L . (5.8) 
Now, under a gauge transformation (5.5), we have: 
( ) ( ) ψψψγψψψψαγψ µµµµµµµ mAieimiieAi −′+∂≡−∂++∂=′→ LL , (5.9) 
where, in the last expression, we have defined the transformed gauge field: 
αµµµµ ∂+=′→
e
AAA 1 . (5.10) 
Once we interpret µA  as the physical vector potential / photon field appearing in equation (1.1), 
then we can develop the continuity equation 0=∂ µµ J  to identify the current density 
ψγψ µµ eJ = , and we must add to the Lagrangian (5.8), the term µνµν FF41−  for the kinetic 
energy of this gauge field, leading to: (Essentially the same development as the foregoing is 
presented in section 14.3 of [8].) 
µ
µ
µν
µνµ
µ
µ
µµν
µνµ
µ ψψψγψψψψγψψγψ JAFFmimAeFFi +−−∂=−+−∂= 4141L . (5.11) 
This brings us full circle back to (1.2) from which we obtained the integration-by-parts, as well 
as (1.10), in which we first added the source term µµ JA . 
 But, the lesson of repeating this well-known exercise in the development of gauge theory 
is one that works in reverse:  Suppose we start out with the wavefunction ( )( ) ( )pue xxpi ασσψ −−=′  
from (5.5), together with the corresponding photon field ( ) αµµµ ∂+=′ eAA /1  of (5.10).  If we 
wish, the gauge invariance of our theory allows us to transform ( ) αµµµµ ∂−′=→′ eAAA /1  in the 
reverse direction, and in so doing, we will simultaneously transform in the reverse direction, 
( )( ) ( ) ( )puepue xipxxpi σσσσ ψψ α −−− =→=′ .  That is, we can “gauge out” the phase ( )xα  at will, and 
in particular, re-gauge the Fourier kernel K  according to: 
( )( ) σσσσ α xipxxpi eKeK −−− =→=′ , (5.12) 
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at will, without in any way without in any way affecting the gauge invariance of our theory. 
Now, introducing ( )px,θ , which taken to be a completely arbitrary, local function of 
spacetime and momentum space, and recognizing that 
σ
σ xipeK −=  is also the Fourier kernel in 
flat spacetime, we wish to consider the possibility that ( ) ( )( )pxxpieKpx ,, θσσχ −−=′≡  might be a 
suitable candidate for the kernel analog in curved spacetime for a manifold to which Pontryagin 
duality may be applied, and whether, by a suitable re-gauging of ( ) ( ) σσχχ xipepxpx −=′→ ,, , 
just as in (5.12), it might be possible to employ the ordinary Fourier kernel σσ xipe− , even in 
curved spacetime, without in any way sacrificing the invariance of our theory, precisely because 
gauge symmetry allows us to re-gauge a generalized kernel of the form ( )( )xxpie ασσ −−  into the 
linear kernel 
σ
σ xipe
−
. 
 As a next step in our exploration, let us consider a Fourier kernel 
σ
σ xipe
−
 in rectilinear 
coordinates.  Keeping in mind the very important point that the coordinates µx  are themselves 
not a vector under general coordinate transformations, let us then transform this Kernel into 
some arbitrary system of curvilinear coordinates:  
)(xxxx νννν Λ−=′→
,
 (5.13) 
where )(xνΛ  is a four-component, quadruplet, local parameter which varies as a generalized 
function of the spacetime coordinates νx , based on the chosen, arbitrary system of coordinates.  
The momentum µp , of course, is a vector, and so transforms as: 
σµ
σ
µµ p
x
xpp
′∂
∂
=′→
.
 (5.14) 
Similarly, the partial derivative transforms as: 
τµ
τ
µµ ∂
′∂
∂
=∂′→∂
x
x
.
 (5.15) 
From (5.13) and (5.15), we then deduce the intermediate result: (see just before equation 
(VIII.I.8) in [3]) 
σ
µµ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σ
µ
σ
σ
µ δ Λ∂′+=
′∂
Λ∂
+
′∂
′∂
=
′∂
∂
=∂′
xx
x
x
x
x
,
 (5.16) 
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which then allows us to determine from all of (5.13) through (5.16) that under a general 
transformation: 
( ) ( )( )
( )
),(
)()(
)()(
xpxp
xxpxpxp
xxpxxp
x
x
xpxp
β
δ
µ
µ
νσσµ
σµ
νµ
µ
µ
µ
νµµσ
µµ
σ
σ
νµµ
σµ
σ
µ
µ
µ
µ
−≡
Λ−Λ∂′+Λ−=
Λ−Λ∂′+=Λ−
′∂
∂
=′′→
,
 (5.17) 
where in the final line we have defined a singlet local parameter which depends directly upon the 
chosen coordinate transformation: 
( ) µµµµνσσµσµνµµβ xpxpxxpxpxp ′′−=Λ−Λ∂′−Λ≡ )()(),( . (5.18) 
Therefore, under this same transformation, the Fourier kernel transforms as: 
( ) µµµµµµµµ ββ xipxpixpxpixpixip eeeee −−−′′−− ==→ ),(),( . (5.19) 
 Suppose, therefore, that we now chose to define the Fourier kernel analog in the context 
of Pontryagin duality, in rectilinear coordinates, according to: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) σσσσ θθχ xippxipxxpi eeepx −−− =≡ ,,, , (5.20) 
where ( )px,θ  is a completely arbitrary, local function of spacetime and momentum space, as 
already stated.  Suppose further that we then perform general coordinate transformation on this 
kernel, so that we now have:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) σσθββ χχχ xippxixpixpi eeepxepxpx −==′→ ,),(),( ,,, , (5.21) 
with ),( xpβ  as deduced in (5.18).  Now, let’s return to (5.5).  The phase parameter ( )xα  in (5.5) 
is a completely arbitrary, local function of spacetime.  However, there is nothing which prevents 
us from also selecting this to be an arbitrary function of momentum space as well, 
( ) ( )pxx ,αα → .  After all, ( ) ( )xie xi αµαµ ∂=∂  and ( ) ( )pxie pxi ,. αµαµ ∂=∂  have precisely the same 
form since µ∂  does not operate on p, so that this extension to momentum space does nothing to 
compromise the gauge symmetry of our theory.  Therefore, on top of the arbitrariness of ( )px,θ  
and the arbitrariness of the coordinate transformation (5.13) leading to another arbitrary ),( xpβ  
in (5.18), let us also perform an arbitrary gauge transformation on the kernel analog in (5.21).  
Now, we have: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) σσθβαα χχχχ xippxixpixpixpi eeeepxepxpxpx −=′=′′→′→ ,),(),(),( ,,,, , (5.22) 
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But, the gauge parameter ( )px,α  is completely arbitrary, local function of x and p, so we can 
select this parameter however we wish.  So, we select ( )px,α  such that: 
( )pxxpxp ,),(),( θβα −−= , (5.23) 
which means that  
( ) σσχ xipepx −=′′ , , (5.24) 
which is the usual Fourier kernel.  All that happens, is that the gauge field has now been 
transformed according to ( ) αµµµ ∂+→= eAA /1 , with ),( xpα  chosen according to (5.23).  Thus, 
we have gauged out the general arbitrariness in (5.20), we have gauged out the further 
arbitrariness of the general coordinate transformation as expressed in (5.21), and we have 
returned the kernel to the Fourier kernel shown in (5.24).  Because the gauge symmetry is local, 
we can do this at each and every event on the manifold. 
As such, though we can select ( ) ( )( )pxxpiepx ,, θσσχ −−≡  to contain the completely arbitrary 
local parameter ( )px,θ , and though we can perform any arbitrary local coordinate 
transformation we wish, in the end, we can always gauge away all of this arbitrariness by 
selecting a local gauge transformation that allows us to transform to ( ) σσχ xipepx −→,  at each and 
every even on the manifold.  Because of this, we might as well select the simplest form, and use:  
( ) ( ) σσσσ χχ xipxip epxepx =≡ − ,;, , (5.25) 
at each and every event, even in curved spacetime, and even if we are using general coordinates, 
because not matter how arbitrary ( )px,χ  may become as a local function of spacetime and no 
matter how arbitrary our coordinate choice, we can always find an arbitrary local gauge 
transformation that allows us to use (5.25) everywhere on the manifold, so long as the manifold 
is suitable for Pontryagin duality. 
 Thus, we return to (5.2), and using (5.25), we now write: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )



===
−==
−−
−
∫
∫
xGepGpdpGxG
exxGdxgxGpG
pU
xip
xU
xip
HHH
H
1
)(
1
)(
4)(
σ
σ
σ
σ
ν
. (5.26) 
Again, by virtue of gauge symmetry, we can always make a local choice of gauge which permits 
these relationships to be true everywhere in spacetime and in momentum space.  Now, all that 
remains is to deduce the inverse Haar measure ( )pdν , which we now write as:  
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( ) ( ) pdpd
4
42
1
ω
pi
ν ≡ , (5.27) 
with ω  an unknown expression to now be determined. 
 Because the usual Fourier kernels 
σ
σ xipe
−
 and 
σ
σ xipe  are now part of (5.26), we see that 
the harmonic transform in curved spacetime entails the convolution (“*”) of the metric tensor 
determinant factor )(xg−  with the subject function )(xG .  Thus, from (5.26), we may write 
the forward Harmonic transform as: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ))()()(
)(
4 xGxgxGxgexxGdxgxGpG
xU
xip
F*FFH −=−=−== ∫
−
σ
σ
, (5.28) 
whereby ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )xGxgxG F*FH −=  precisely expresses the harmonic transform ( )( )xGH  as 
a convolution of the separate Fourier transforms of ( )xg−  and ( )xG .  Then, substituting this as 
well as (5.27) into the inverse transform in (5.26), using ( ) ( )( )( )xGxG HH 1−= , we obtain: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) )(
)(
)(
)(
1
11
1
)(
4
)(
41
xGxg
xGxg
xGxg
exGxgpdeppGdpGxG
pU
xip
pU
xip
⋅−=
−=
−⋅=
−===
−
−−
−
−
∫∫
*F
F*FF*F
F*FF
F*FH
ω
ω
ω
ωω
σ
σ
σ
σ
. (5.29) 
Now, we can factor out the )(xG , to find that:  
( ) ( )xg−= − *F ω11 . (5.30) 
In the above, ( )x11 = .  Fourier transforming one last time finally tells us that: 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )xgxgxgp −⋅=−⋅=−== −− FFFF*FFF ωωωδ 114 1 , (5.31) 
or: 
( )( ) ( ) ( )pxg 41 δω −= F . (5.32) 
From (5.27), this means that the inverse Haar measure: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) pdexgxd
xed
pd
xg
ppdpd
xip
xip
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4 2
1
2
1
2
1
∫
∫
−
−
−
=
−
=≡ σ
σ
σ
σ
pi
δ
pi
ω
pi
ν
F
. (5.33) 
Thus, from (5.26), using (5.33), we finally obtain the forward and inverse transforms: 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )



−
==
−==
∫
∫
−
−
)(
4
4
4
1
)(
4
2
1
)(
pU
xip
xU
xip
eppGd
xg
ppGxG
exxGdxgxGpG
σ
σ
σ
σ
δ
pi F
H
H
. (5.34) 
 Finally, at very long last, we may return to (4.3), and complete our specification of the 
propagator inverse.  Using the inverse transform in (5.34), for ( ) ( )yxDxG −= να , we may write: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )∫ −− −==− )( 4
4
4
1
2
1
pU
yxip
eppDd
xg
ppDyxD
σ
σ
νανανα
δ
pi F
H . (5.35) 
Then, using this in (4.3), removing the integrand and reducing, allows us, finally, to write: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )pDTmTgp
pDRmgp
pDmgpxg
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
κκδ
δ
δδ
−∂∂−++∂∂=
+∂∂−+∂∂=
∂∂−+∂∂=−
;;2
2
1;
;
4
;;2;
;
4
;;2;
;
4
F
. (5.36) 
As we approach flat spacetime, ( ) 1→− xg , so ( )( ) ( )( )pxg 4δ→−F , and the ( )( )p4δ  cancel 
from each side.  Further, if 0== µνµν TR , in which case µνµν ∂∂→∂∂ ;;  and we commute 
derivatives, this reduces to the usual, familiar: 
( )( ) ( )pDmg νανµσσµναµδ ∂∂−+∂∂= 2  (5.37) 
This serves as a check, that all of the above does yield the correct result in the known, flat 
spacetime limit. 
 
6.  An Important Subtlety Giving Rise to Non-Abelian, Yang-Mills Gauge Theory 
 Let us now seek to solve (5.36).  First, we use ( )( ) ( ) ∫ −== ττδ xipxedp 44 1F  for the Dirac 
impulse in (5.36), to write: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )pDxedTmTg
pDxedRmg
pDxedmgxg
xip
xip
xip
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
κκ
δ
∫
∫
∫
−
−
−
−∂∂−++∂∂=
+∂∂−+∂∂=
∂∂−+∂∂=−
4;;2
2
1;
;
4;;2;
;
4;;2;
;F
. (6.1) 
Now, while it is tempting to plow forward and use the various ν;∂  in the above to operate on 
τ
τ xipe
−
 and so make the substitution 
τ
τ
τ
τ νν xipxip eipe −− −→∂ ;  throughout, there is an important 
subtlety at work on (6.1) which arises because we are working in curved spacetime and because 
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we have taken advantage of gauge symmetry in the previous section in order to be able render 
(4.3) calculable, leading to (5.36) and (6.1).  And, this important subtlety does no more and no 
less than give rise to non-Abelian, Yang-Mills gauge theory, from a totally different approach 
than the usual. 
Specifically, before we do anything further, let us subject the kernel in (6.1) to an 
arbitrary gauge transformation of the usual form ( ) ( )( )xpxpixipxpixip eeee ,, αα ττττττ −−−− =→ .  Then, if 
we operate with the various partial derivatives, (6.1) changes its form, to: 
( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )pDxedTppmTppg
pDxedRppmppg
pDxedppmppg
xg
xpxpi
xpxpi
xpxpi
να
αµνννµµσσ
σσ
µν
να
αµνννµµσσ
σσ
µν
να
αµµννσσ
σσ
µν
α
µ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
καακαα
αααα
αααα
δ
∫
∫
∫
−−
−−
−−
−∂−∂−+++∂−∂−−=
+∂−∂−++∂−∂−−=
∂−∂−++∂−∂−−=
−
,42
2
1
,42
,42
F
.(6.2) 
In the above, we have ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )xpxpixpxpi epie ,,; ασσασ ττττ α −−−− ∂−−=∂  permitting the heuristic 
substitution ( )ασσσ ∂−−→∂ pi; , where we can take νττστσ δ=∂=∂ xx;  because each of the four 
coordinates is a separate scalar field for which the covariant derivative is equal to the partial 
derivative, and because αα σσ ∂=∂; .  This is exactly what happened in (5.6) which required us to 
introduce the partial derivative (5.7), and here too, we need to do the exact same thing.  That is, 
to ensure that (6.1) remains invariant under local gauge transformations, so that we are in a 
position to “gauge out” any arbitrariness in the Pontryagin kernel ( )px,χ  of (5.20), and to 
“gauge out” any coordinate transformations ( ) ( )pxpx ,, χχ ′→  of (5.21) on the kernel, we must 
replace each of the derivatives in (6.1) with the gauge-covariant derivative (5.7), generalized via 
the minimal coupling principle to: 
µµµ ieAD −∂≡ ;; . (6.3) 
 Therefore, (6.1) must now become: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )pDxedTDDmTDDg
pDxedRDDmDDg
pDxedDDmDDgxg
xip
xip
xip
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
κκ
δ
∫
∫
∫
−
−
−
−−++=
+−+=
−+=−
4;;2
2
1;
;
4;;2;
;
4;;2;
;F
. (6.4) 
Expanded out, and with 
τ
τ
τ
τ
σσ
xipxip
eipe −− −→∂ ; , this now reads: 
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( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )pDxedTeApeApmTieApeApg
pDxedReApeApmieApeApg
pDxedeApeApmieApeApg
xg
xip
xip
xip
να
µνννµµσσ
σσ
µν
να
µνννµµσσ
σσ
µν
να
µµννσσ
σσ
µν
α
µ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
κκ
δ
∫
∫
∫
−
−
−
−+++++++−=
+++++++−=
++++++−=
−
42
2
1
42
42
F
. (6.5) 
With terms such as µν AAe2 , we immediately recognize that this has the form of the inverse 
expression for a non-linear, non-Abelian, Yang-Mills propagator.  Why? 
 Let us return all the way back to our starting point (1.1), but replace each ordinary 
derivative µ;∂  with the µ;D  of (6.3).  Thus, (1.1) now becomes: 
[ ] ][;;][; , νµνµµννµµννµνµµν ADAAieAAADADADF =−∂−∂=−== . (6.6) 
For [ ] 0, =µν AA , this reduces to (1.1).  But, for [ ] 0, ≠µν AA , we recognize (6.6) as being 
precisely the same as the field strength tensor for a non-Abelian gauge theory.  Specifically, if 
one sets νν i
i ATA ≡  and µνµν ii FTF ≡ , where 
iT  are the group generators of )(NSU  having a 
structure relationship [ ]kjiijk TTiTf ,−= , with Latin internal symmetry index 13,2,1 2 −= Ni K  
raised and lowered with the unit matrix ijδ , then (6.6) can be rewritten as the very recognizable 
non-Abelian field strength tensor: 
µνµννµµν
kj
ijkiii AAefAAF −∂−∂=  (6.7) 
of Yang-Mills gauge theory.  However, the encapsulated relationship ][; νµµν ADF =  of (6.6) is a 
much preferred, much simpler form in which to represent the field strength.  Very importantly, 
this form the allows the Lagrangian density for a free Yang-Mills field to be expressed, and the 
integration by parts and the path integral to be calculated, without being split apart into a 
“perturbative” and “non-perturbative” set of terms which breaks up the gauge symmetry, and 
without using an artificial “lattice” which ruins the Lorentz symmetry. (See [3], Chapter VII.1 
for further discussion of this problem.)  Thus, we write: 
( ) ( )
( )][
][
][2
1
2
1
4
1
Tr
TrTr
νµ
νµ
νµ
νµ
µν
µν
µν
µν
ADAD
ADADFFFF i
i
−=
−=−=−=L
, (6.8) 
which precisely mirrors the form of (1.2), but for the trace and the factor of 2, and but for the fact 
that the ordinary derivatives µ∂  have been replaced by gauge-covariant derivatives µD . 
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 Now, the integration-by-parts of (6.8) is trickier than what we did in section 1, because 
the covariant derivatives do not allow us to apply a “naive” product rule of the form
( ) ][][][ νµµννµνµνµνµ ADDAADADADAD += .  In fact, it turns out, if one starts with this “naive” 
product rule as a “hypothesis,” then expands out the gauge-covariant derivatives, examines all 
terms closely, “corrects” this hypothesis accordingly, and re-consolidates everything, that the 
correct product rule actually is: 
( ) ][][][ νµµννµνµνµνµ ADDAADADADA +=∂ . (6.9) 
Here, the derivative in front of the entire term ( )][ νµν ADA  drops back to an ordinary rather than a 
gauge-covariant derivative.  Therefore, making use of minimal coupling to make this valid in 
curved spacetime, we rewrite (6.8) as: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )νµνσσµνµνµνµ
νµ
µν
νµ
νµ
νµ
νµ
ADDDDgAADA
ADDAADAADAD
;;;
;
][;
;
][;
;
][;
;
][;
;
TrTr
TrTrTr
−+∂−=
+∂−=−=L
. (6.10) 
This is the Yang-Mills equivalent of (1.4), and once again, but for the trace and the factor of 2, 
and but for the fact that the ordinary derivatives µ∂  have been replaced by gauge-covariant 
derivatives µD  – and now, but for the fact that the boundary term still contains µ;∂  and not µ;D , 
which immensely simplifies the integration of the boundary term using Gauss’ /  Stokes’ theorem 
– these are identical expressions.  The term µνσσ
µν ;;;
; DDDDg −  in the above, if one adds a mass 
by hand and makes it ( ) µνσσµν ;;2;; DDmDDg −+ , is identical to the term which appears on the 
top line of (6.4), which caused us to enter this discussion in the first place.  This is why we stated 
earlier that (6.4) and (6.5) have the form of the inverse expression for a non-Abelian, Yang-Mills 
propagator. 
 Now, given that (6.4) has the form of the inverse expression for a non-Abelian, Yang-
Mills propagator, what does this actually mean?  Have we somehow turned QED into a non-
Abelian interaction?  Does this mean that the whole path integration of section 2 needs to be re-
done and the Green functions recalculated because (2.1) only contained the term 
( ) µνσσµν ;;2;; ∂∂−+∂∂ mg , and not ( ) µνσσµν ;;2;; DDmDDg −+ ?  No!  And here is why: 
 Proceed forward to determine an action ( ) ∫ −= U xdgAS L4µ  based on (6.10), just as we 
did in section 1.  Because the “trace” in (6.10) is a sum over diagonal elements of a matrix, we 
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can commute the trace with integration at will, thus TrTr ∫∫ = .  So, the action based on (6.10), 
which is a Yang-Mills action, is given by: 
( )
( ) ( )( )∫∫∫
∫
−−+∂−−=−
−=
U
;;;
;
4
U
][;
;
44
4
TrTr ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
µ
ADDDDgAxdgADAxdgxdg
xdgAS
U
U
L
L
. (6.11) 
We will not worry here about using [ ] νµννµν AAR ;; ,∂∂=  from (1.5) to inject the Ricci tensor 
and the Einstein equation, though this can also be done, just as in section (1).  Once again, using 
( ) ( )µµµµ VggV −∂−=∂ /1;  from (1.8), we can turn the µ;∂  into an ordinary µ∂  and then 
integrate the boundary term,  
( ) ( )∫∫ ∂ −=−∂ U ][;3U ][;4 νµνµνµνµ ADAxdgADAgxd . (6.12) 
Thus, again giving the gauge field a small mass and adding a source term νν AJ  with the correct 
“factor of 2” coefficient just as we did in section (1.10), we arrive at: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )∫∫ +−+−+−−= ∂ U ;;2;;4U ][;3 2TrTr νννµνσσµνµνµνµµ AJADDmDDgAxdgADAxdgAS .(6.13) 
This is the Yang-Mills counterpart to (1.10), and it must be used in the path integration whenever 
we have a Yang-Mills field involved.  Thus, the Yang-Mills path integral corresponding with 
(2.1) is: 
( ) [ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ]∫∫
∫
−+−+−+−∂−
≡≡=
U
;;2;
;
][;4 2Trexp
)(exp
ν
ν
ν
µνσ
σ
µν
µ
νµ
νµ
µ
AJgADDmDDgAgADAgxdiDA
JWieDAZ AiS C
.(6.14) 
This, of course, will indeed produce terms of third and fourth order in νA , see the expanded 
(6.4), which will cause additional terms to appear in ( )φV−  of (2.6) and therefore introduce third 
and forth order term using the substitution ( )Jgi −−→ δδϕ / , and therefore make more 
tedious the derivation of the Green functions as in section 3.  But, although more tedious, the 
calculation is still completely well-defined, and can be done on a deductive basis from (6.14), 
yielding an exact set of Green functions for Yang Mills theory in curved spacetime.  In the 
process, the “splitting” of perturbative gauge theory is no longer an issue, and we move beyond 
lattice gauge theory because (6.14) does no violence whatsoever to Lorentz symmetry. 
 So, need we do this here?  Need we recalculate everything in sections 2 and 3 using 
(6.14)?  Or, do the Green functions derived in section 3, and particularly (3.39), still apply here? 
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 It is now important to note that all of the σσ D→∂ ;  replacements which appear in (6.13) 
and (6.14) originate in (6.6), [ ]νµµννµµν AAieAAF ,−∂−∂= .  But, in QED, we have 
[ ] 0, =νµ AA .  Therefore, µνF  in (6.6) reduces down to the µνF  in (1.1), and we can proceed 
precisely as was done in sections 1 through 3 to develop the Green functions of (3.39).  This 
means in particular, that in an Abelian gauge theory, for which [ ] 0, =νµ AA , we can replace the 
gauge-covariant derivatives σ;D  in all the expressions ( ) µνσσµν ;;2;; DDmDDg −+ , with 
ordinary (still differential geometry covariant) derivatives σ;∂ .  That is, for Abelian gauge theory 
only, because and only because [ ] 0, =νµ AA  for QED, we can revert (6.4) back to (6.1), and use 
(6.1) as is, in order to explicitly calculate the propagator.  And, we need make no change 
whatsoever, for QED, to the Green function and path integral calculation leading to (3.39). 
 
7.  Explicit Form Derivation of the QED Propagator in the Presence of Matter 
 As a result of the foregoing, we now use the “ordinary” ν;∂  in (6.1) to operate on ττ xipe−  
and so make the substitution 
τ
τ
τ
τ νν xipxip eipe −− −→∂ ;  throughout, thus arriving at: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )pDxedTppmTppg
pDxedRppmppg
pDxedppmppgxg
xip
xip
xip
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
κκ
δ
∫
∫
∫
−
−
−
−+++−=
+++−=
++−=−
42
2
1
42
42
F
. (7.1) 
Then, we restore the delta via ( ) ( ) ( ) ∫ −== ττδ xipxedp 44 1F , to write: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pDpTppmTppg
pDpRppmppg
pDpppmppgxg
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
δκκ
δ
δδ
42
2
1
42
42
−+++−=
+++−=
++−=−F
. (7.2) 
We can also use “inverse” notation, to absorb the indexes in αµδ , thus: 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) 12
12
124
−
−
−
+++−−=
+++−−=
++−−=
αννασ
σ
αν
αννασ
σ
αν
ανσ
σ
αν
ναδ
Rppmppgxg
Rppmppgxg
ppmppgxgpDp
F
F
F
. (7.3) 
 Now, we may substitute (7.3) into (5.35) to obtain:  
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )∫
∫
∫
−
−
−
−
−
−
+++−=
+++−=
++−=−
)(
124
4
)(
124
4
)(
124
4
2
1
2
1
2
1
pU
yxip
pU
yxip
pU
yxip
eRppmppgpd
eRppmppgpd
eppmppgpdyxD
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
αννασ
σ
αν
αννασ
σ
αν
ανσ
σ
αν
να
pi
pi
pi
. (7.4) 
This, after all is said and done, is just an ordinary inverse Fourier transform.  When expressed in 
terms of ( )yxD −να  – which, importantly, is exactly the propagator as it appears in the path 
integral and Green functions (3.39) – all of the g−  factors and all of the ( )( )p4δ  have 
identically dropped out! 
 Before proceeding to calculate the inverses in (7.1) through (7.4), there is one other 
important nuance which we must address.  In (6.1), from which (7.1) is immediately derived, and 
indeed throughout the entire development, we have been dealing with non-commuting 
derivatives [ ] 0, ;; ≠∂∂ µν .  This is due to the very nature of differential geometry and parallel 
transport in curved spacetime, and it starts with the Riemann tensor [ ] βνµαβµνα AAR ;; ,∂∂=  and 
works its way onto everything else through [ ] νµννµν AAR ;; ,∂∂=  of (1.5), and then the Einstein 
equation written as ( )TgTR µνµνµν κ 21−−=  just after (1.6). It should therefore not be a surprise, 
then when we translate into momentum space, non-commuting ν;∂  will turn into non-commuting 
νp , and that is precisely what happens in (7.1) through (7.4). 
 It is easiest to see this from the first two line of (7.2) which, with everything else factored 
out, can be reduced down to:   
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )pDpppDTgTpDR ναµνναµνµνναµν κ ,21 =−−= . (7.5) 
This important result (which in Yang-Mills gauge theory may lead to the consideration of non-
commuting νν i
i pTp ≡ ), precisely mirrors [ ] νµννµν AAR ;; ,∂∂=  of (1.5), but with the ν  index 
on the commutator contracted with the same ν  index on the propagator ( )pDνα , and with the 
other propagator index α  having a “free ride.” (And, this can be reduced further using spin sums 
akin to the flat spacetime 2)()( /* mppg ανναλ
λ
α
λ
ν εε +−=∑ , though that is not necessary here.) 
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 Now, with all of the foregoing in mind, we are ready to explicitly calculate the inverse 
( )( ) 12 −++− ανσσαν ppmppg .  First, to simplify calculation, let us define the an “inverse” ναI  
cleaned of ( )( )p4δ  and ( )( )xg−F , as: 
( )( )
( )( ) ( )pDxgpI νανα δ −≡ F
4
, (7.6) 
and thereby rewrite (7.2) in simplified form as: 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) ναµννµσσµν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
να
µνσ
σ
µν
α
µ
κκ
δ
ITppmTppg
IRppmppg
Ippmppg
−+++−=
+++−=
++−=
2
2
1
2
2
. (7.7) 
Note that the same commutation relationship (7.5) applies to ναI , that is: 
( ) [ ] ναµνναµνµνναµν κ IppITgTIR ,21 =−−= . (7.8) 
 Now, we already know something about ναI , because of the usual propagator 
( ) ( ) ( )22/ mppmppgpD −+−= σσαννανα  from ( )( ) ( )νανµσσµναµδ yxDppmppg −++−= 2 .  
Therefore, working with the third line of (7.7), let us use the form:  
2
2
1
2
mTpp
X
m
ppg
I
−−
++−
=
κσσ
να
αν
να
να , (7.9) 
with ναX  representing “unknown” additional terms to be deduced.  Inserting the above into (7.7) 
starts us out with: 
( )( )
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
mTpp
X
m
ppgTppmTppg
−−






++−−+++−
=
κ
κκ
δ
σ
σ
να
αν
να
µννµσ
σ
µν
α
µ
. (7.10) 
 The calculation from here is algebraic.  After the αµδ  term drops out from either side in 
the usual way, we remove the denominator, and remove the terms νµναανµν ppg
m
ppgm −2
2
 which 
cancel identically in the usual way.  We are then left with: 
( )
( )( ) ναµννµσσµν
να
µνανµνµνα
µσ
σασ
σµ
κκ
κκ
XTppmTppg
gT
m
pp
TgT
m
pppppppp
−+++−+
+−−
−
=
2
2
1
22
1
20
. (7.11) 
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Now, ordinarily, where [ ] ( ) 0, =pDpp ναµν , the first terms αµσσασσµ pppppppp −  would also 
cancel identically, but here, this is not the case.  Because of (7.8), we need to commute the µp  in 
ασ
σµ pppp  two terms to the right before we can drop this term.  One may note as discussed 
earlier in connection with (1.5) that [ ] ναµνναµν IppIR ,=  does not means that [ ]µνµν ppR ,=  
with the ναI  peeled off, because the index contraction is essential to make this work.  But, in 
(7.11), although not explicit, this contraction is still implicitly in place, because (7.11) it is 
simply a “downstream” version of (7.7).  Thus, after the first commutation using (7.8): 
( )( ) ναµννµσσµν
να
µνα
µσ
σασ
µσ
κκ
κ
XTppmTppg
gT
m
pppppppp
−+++−+
+
−
=
2
2
1
20
, (7.12) 
dropping out the term with the Einstein equation.  After the second commutation, we get: 
( ) ( )( ) ναµννµσσµνναµνασµσµσ κκκκ XTppmTppggT
m
pp
TgT −+++−++−= 22122
10 , (7.13) 
which eliminates the term with αµσσασσµ pppppppp −  while adding back in the Einstein 
equation term, effective flipping the sign of this term in relation to (7.11). 
 Now, we simply isolate ναX  in (7.13), to write, using the “inverse” form: 
( )( ) ( ) 





+−−−+++−=
−
να
µνασµσµσµννµσ
σ
µν
να κκκκ gT
m
ppTgTTppmTppgX 22
112
2
1
. (7.14) 
This is a fascinating result, because we once again have another inverse to determine.  But – this 
is not any inverse: this is exactly the same term for which we were seeking the inverse originally, 
namely, ( ) µννµσσµν κκ TppmTppg −+++− 221 , see our starting point (7.7).  This means that 
the inverse in (7.14) can be replaced by I, so long as we simply make sure that the indexes 
balance.  Thus, with the indexes properly balanced, we obtain 
( ) 





+−−= τα
µτατµτµτ
νµνα κκ gT
m
ppTgTIX 22
1
. (7.15) 
 From here, we merely work backwards.  Placing (7.15) into (7.9) we obtain: 
( )
2
2
1
22
1
2
mTpp
gT
m
ppTgTI
m
pp
g
I
−−






+−−++−
=
κ
κκ
σ
σ
τα
µτατµτµτ
νµ
αν
να
να , (7.16) 
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giving us a recursive expression for ναI .  Thus, we see that this is not a closed expression, but is 
rather an infinite series where at each level of recursion, one renames the indexes suitably to 
avoid confusion, and the substitutes an identical expression back into itself, ad infinitum. 
Now, we return to (7.6), and use this in (7.16) to write: 
( )( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
2
2
1
22
1
4
24
mTpp
gT
m
ppTgTpD
xg
p
m
ppg
pD
xg
p
−−






+−−
−
++−
=
−
κ
κκ
δ
δ
σ
σ
τα
µτατµτµτ
νµ
αν
να
να
F
F
.(7.17) 
Now, as in (7.3), we isolate ( )( ) ( )pDp ναδ 4  on the left and substitute this into (5.35), to obtain: 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )( )
( )( )
( ) ( )
( )
∫
∫
−
−
+−−






+−−
−
+
+−−
+−
=−
)( 2
2
1
22
1
4
4
4
)( 2
2
1
2
4
4
2
1
2
1
pU
yxip
pU
yxip
e
imTpp
gT
m
pp
TgTpD
pd
xg
p
e
imTpp
m
pp
g
pdyxD
σ
σ
σ
σ
εκ
κκδ
pi
εκpi
σ
σ
τα
µτατµτµτ
νµ
σ
σ
αν
να
να
F
, (7.18) 
where we have also added the “ εi+ ” prescription to avert the poles when the integrand reaches 
0221 =−− mTpp κ
σ
σ .  In the term on the first line, we have the usual QED propagator.  On the  
second line, the recursive term is brand new, and it becomes zero when 0=µτT , i.e., in the 
absence of matter, just as would be expected.  In this way, (7.18) describes, from a quantum 
mechanical standpoint, the effect of matter on the propagation of electromagnetic radiation. 
 If we denote the gravitational portion of the propagator above as ( )yxDG −να , such that: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )( )
( ) ( )
( )
∫
−
+−−






+−−
−
≡−
)( 2
2
1
22
1
4
4
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pU
yxip
G eimTpp
gT
m
pp
TgTpD
pd
xg
pyxD
σ
σ
εκ
κκ
δ
pi σσ
τα
µτατµτµτ
νµ
να
F
,(7.19) 
then by contrasting to and using (5.34), we can immediately ascertain that: 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
ε
δ
εκ
κκ
σ
σ
α
µατ
τα
µτ
νµσ
σ
τα
µτατµτµτ
νµνα imRpp
R
m
pp
gR
pD
imTpp
gT
m
pp
TgT
pDpDG
+−−
+





+−
=
+−−
+−−
= 2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
22
1
.(7.20) 
This is the gravitational interaction portion of the QED momentum space propagator.  In this 
term, the non-linearities, and the interactions between gravitation and electromagnetism, come to 
the forefront.  Because ( )pDνµ  is the total propagator in momentum space, the foregoing entails 
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feeding the total ( )pDνµ  back into the gravitational portion ( )pDG να , which then interacts with 
terms exclusively involving µνT  and / or µνR
 and fully incorporating the Einstein equation 
( )TgTR µνµνµν κ 21−−= , in what amounts to an “infinite feedback loop.”  It is noteworthy that 
“usual” portion of the propagator in the top line of (7.18) has its simplest appearance, without the 
factor ( )( ) ( )( )xgp −F/4δ , when transformed into spacetime, while the gravitational portion in 
(7.20), from the bottom line of (7.18), discards this factor ( )( ) ( )( )xgp −F/4δ  when it is 
transformed into momentum space. 
 Finally, with the derivation above completes path integration and the Green functions 
derived in (3.39), because we now have an explicit, albeit infinitely-recursive expression for the 
propagator.  In the path integral itself: 
( ) ( )∑ ∫∞= −−−== 0 44)( )()()(!21)(exp n nUn yJyxDxyJdgxdgnGxJiWZ νµνµCC , (7.21) 
we simply insert (7.18) with suitable index renaming.  For the Green functions,  
( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∫∞= ∂ −∂−−−+−= 0 }]{[;33)( )(!!2 !!122m mUnn yxDydgxdgmmniG ννµµ , (7.22) 
for the term  }{;
;}]{[; 2 µννν
νµ
ν
νµ DDD ∂−∂=∂ , we need both the symmetric construct }{µνD , and 
the propagator in trace form ννD .  Those too, are readily obtained from (7.18), also using the 
commutation relationship in (7.5) as appropriate, particularly for }{µνD , where the commutation 
relationship ( ) νµµνµνµννµ κ ppTgTpppp 221 +−−=+  injects the Einstein equation even into 
the non-gravitational portion (top line of (7.18)) of the propagator. 
 
8.  Conclusion 
 We have now shown how to explicitly calculate the QED path integral and associated 
Green functions, in curved spacetime, with retention of the boundary terms, exactly, and to 
infinite orders, for any and all spacetime manifolds with sufficient symmetry to admit the 
application of Pontryagin duality as a form of harmonic analysis.  In the process, we have shown, 
in particular, how gauge symmetry itself greatly facilitates the ability to conduct harmonic 
analysis in curved spacetime, and to do exact calculations with Pontryagin duality. 
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 There are two directions for further research which become immediately apparent from 
the foregoing.  First, recognizing that Pontryagin duality may overly-restrict the symmetry of the 
associated spacetime manifold, one should consider repeating the development of sections 4 
though 7 using other known techniques for harmonic analysis, or perhaps developing new 
techniques for harmonic analysis, to see what further results might be achieved.  At the same 
time, the fundamental question of the extent to which path integral quantization can be applied, 
as is, in curved spacetime and thus allows a union of quantum theory and gravitational theory,  or 
must be viewed as a limiting approximation of something else yet unknown, warrants further 
discussion and elaboration.  
 Second, because (6.14) avoids the “Lagrangian splitting” of perturbative gauge theory 
and avoids lattice gauge theory’s compromise of Lorentz / Poincare symmetry, the Yang-Mills 
path integral (6.14) is extremely important for finding exact Green functions and path integrals 
for the non-Abelian gauge theories of strong and weak interactions.  As such, this may provide a 
necessary foundation for eventually resolving the Yang-Mills “mass gap.” [9] 
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